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Abstract
The objective of this research is to develop a multimedia tool that uses analytical and
graphical models of "virtual customers" to evaluate customer preferences against various
design parameters. This tool responds to design changes and notifies engineers and
designers of customer needs tradeoffs associated with product redesign. Equipped with
this information, product development teams can focus on key features and develop more
customer driven products.
Customer preference functions can be determined using conjoint analysis and
mathematically modeled in DOME (Distributed Object-based Modeling and Evaluation).
DOME is a modeling software program that decomposes a design into modules or
subcomponents and provides a distributed environment where modules are shared
through communication channels. This platform allows designers to compare customer
requirements to selected design specifications and alter variables to optimize customer
satisfaction across chosen attributes.
Individual preference functions are aggregated to develop customer specifications for a
particular market segment. These segment models are stored in catalogs internal to the
Virtual Customer software program. Using this framework, a LCD projector was
modeled to identify target markets for different design configurations. The Virtual
Customer software was linked directly to different computer software packages (Excel,
CAD, TEAM@) to evaluate customer response to design changes.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The ability of a product to satisfy customer needs has an immense impact on the success of
that product [48]. As a result, companies must not only exhaustively identify all customer
needs, but also properly integrate customer requirements at critical points in the product
development process. Therefore, it is pertinent that information extracted through market
research be disseminated to necessary members of the product design team.
Ideally, each member of the design team should have immediate access to marketing
information that is applicable to their responsibilities. Unfortunately, this is often not the
case. The web of information transfer, as it exists in many corporations today, has not
reached a level such that only desired data is filtered to those who utilize it. In most
companies, there are many designers working on one design making it difficult to manage
comprehensible mechanisms that deploy marketing knowledge. The predominant solution
to disseminate customer needs is to circulate lengthy marketing documents which are
seldom properly reviewed due to project time constraints. As a result, design teams proceed
with product development stages without thoroughly examining customer specifications.
Another solution has been to have upper management or select members of the product
development team propagate information received from marketing research to the product
designers. But because the data is received, processed and deployed by a number of team
members, it has been misconstrued before ultimately reaching the designer. Even if
customer specifications are incorporated into the design using this strategy during the front
end concept stage, designers do not have access to immediate customer feedback on
changes that occur downstream during the detailed design phase. Consequently, designers
implement misconceived research data fused with their own skewed perceptions of
customer wants into a product design. Following this trend, however, often concludes with
a product that fails to deliver customer satisfaction.
The purpose of this thesis is to introduce a new tool, the Virtual Customer, which can be
used by development teams to integrate more effectively the voice of the customer into
product design. At each development stage or design iteration, the Virtual Customer will
offer input as to how satisfied the customer is with a proposed design. The development of
a tool that offers designers immediate customer feedback to proposed design concepts will
help to alleviate a number of process problems. First, it will allow designers direct access
to market research data, thus decreasing the time and errors involved in disseminating
information across development teams. Second, customer preferences will be more easily
integrated into the final design. Third, offering a simplified automated approach to
optimizing customer satisfaction across chosen attributes will enrich the market success of
the final product.
1.2 Thesis Outline
This thesis is divided into four main sections. Section one, which is comprised of Chapters
1 and 2, focuses on background information. Chapter 1 describes the voice of the customer
in product development and briefly introduces the Virtual Customer design concept. An
overview of procedures used to capture and analyze customer needs is presented in
Chapter 2.
Section two (Chapter 3) focuses on the voice of industry. Employees from marketing and
engineering departments were interviewed to identify major gaps in current information
transfer practices. Marketing tools such as the Face of the Customer [1] and simulation
models are evaluated to determine their success and failures.
Section three (Chapters 4 and 5) describes the complete framework of the Virtual
Customer model as it is defined in DOME, Distributed Object-based Modeling and
Evaluation [28], [31], [37], [45], [46]. The concept of modules, nodes, and catalogs all
interconnected within a distributed environment are introduced.
Chapters 6 and 7 form the final fourth section, discussing model applications. To test the
feasibility of the Virtual Customer model, customer needs as they relate to a multimedia
projector were extracted through focus groups and implemented into the software program.
Chapter 6 examines the results of this software application while Chapter 7 explores
opportunities for improvement.
1.3 Product Development Process
Product development begins with a concept. The development process carries this concept
through a series of stages that initiate, design, and ultimately distribute a tangible product
[48]. It is the integrity of this process that helps to differentiate successful products, so it is
crucial that design teams assure proper implementation of each development phase.
Due to the interdisciplinary nature of most products, product planning encompasses cross-
functional teams from marketing, engineering, design, manufacturing, and R&D. Members
from each area make up a core team and an extended team that both function together as
one organizational structure. The core team usually involves members from every
functional organization while extended teams are divided along functional boundaries [48].
Each company may have its own product development procedure however, the generic
process, as described by Ulrich and Eppinger [48], generally includes five stages: concept
development, system-level design, detail design, testing and refinement and production
ramp up (Figure 1).
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During the concept stage, product team members use qualitative approaches to understand
the needs of the target market. Using these needs, a variety of design concepts are
generated and tested to determine the most feasible alternatives. After selection of a design
concept, product specifications are established.
Designers initiate fabrication of product architectures within the system-level design phase.
Products are decomposed into subsystems for better management of component interfaces.
Decomposition of the design also helps product teams delegate tasks that are more aligned
with the core competencies of selected teams. At this level, marketing may test the
business plan, forecast customer demand, and begin strategic planning of derivative
product lines while manufacturing teams concentrate on supplier identification and
assembly processes.
Product geometry definition evolves during the detail design stage. Here, the designer
begins to develop three-dimensional objects of the product concept while adhering to the
customer constraints and specifications extracted in the concept development phase.
The testing and refinement phase is where the selected product design is tested to optimize
performance variables. Prototypes are presented to customers to evaluate their response to
the product and marketing strategies. If necessary, design iterations may occur to increase
customer satisfaction and the product's reliability and performance capabilities.
The final stage of the product development process is production ramp-up. This phase is,
in part, reserved for production trial runs which test manufacturing processes. Designers
review the product to validate that all specifications are satisfied. Marketers ramp-up
marketing plans, initiate advertisement efforts, and locate distribution channels.I
This prescriptive system offers an organized development framework that directs product
teams during product design. One failure point of this system, however, is that the
development team tends to attack each stage sequentially. Consequently, conflicts in
design constraints and customer requirements are often not realized at the front end of
development thus forcing the testing and refinement phase into a cycle of design iterations.
This thesis promotes a synchronized decision-making strategy that facilitates concurrent
product development.
1.4 The Voice of the Customer in Product Development
Before we can fully begin to understand the voice of the customer, we must identify who
our customers are and exactly when their needs should be incorporated into the
development process. A customer can be viewed as one which receives services offered by
another organization. Therefore a customer may be a manufacturing team which receives
services from the design team or a corporation that procures components from various
suppliers. There are internal and external customers. Internal customers are those within
the company such as different functional teams while external customers include suppliers
or end users. The customer, as defined in this thesis, is the end user, referring to
commercial consumers who purchase a product in exchange for services or perceived
benefits.
1 For more detailed information concerning the product development process see [2], [48], [58].
Identifying the voice of the customer begins at the initial stages of the product development
process-mainly the concept phase. It is during the concept phase that researchers determine
a target market for the proposed product. Members from the target market will ultimately
become the end users of the design, therefore, it is pertinent that their "voices" are
translated into requirements that are integrated into design specifications. Although
customer needs are identified at the front end of the process, it is important that they are
threaded throughout each developmental stage. Complete deployment of customer needs
advocates a check and balance system at every level of the design process. During the
detail design phase as described in section 1.4, designers begin to carve out the features of
the final product. It would be logical for designers to have access to customer input at this
phase to assure that designs are sculptured within the constraints defined by the customer.
Adopting this protocol could help to alleviate problems gaining market approval once the
product is distributed.
1.5 High Level Design Concept
As mentioned earlier, designers may have a very indirect perspective of the customer, often
exasperated by the format in which market data is presented to them. The Virtual Customer
is a multimedia tool which uses Distributed Object-based Modeling and Evaluation
(DOME) software to integrate more effectively the voice of the customer into product
design models. The Virtual Customer acts as a vehicle for market specifications to be
transported to designers during the configuration and detail design portion of the product
development process. This program establishes a link between designers and market
researchers by storing customer requirement data for different market segments in modules.
The data is in the form of preference functions which mathematically depict customers'
preferences for a given design attribute. Groups of customer segment modules can be
stored in a virtual customer catalog. Using the DOME framework, designers can access this
catalog, select the appropriate market segment, link the module to his/her design model and
evaluate the overall customer satisfaction rating for a proposed product (Figure 2).
Figure 2. Customer segment catalog and design module sharing information across
interfaces.
1.6 Benefits
One key characteristic of the Virtual Customer design tool is its ability to rapidly evaluate
how a selected market segment will respond to a particular design concept. Empowered
with this information, designers can either alter design parameters to meet a particular
market segment needs or change the target market to one with the highest customer
satisfaction rating for the proposed design.
Because the Virtual Customer model exists within a distributed design environment,
designers can link customer utility models developed by the non-co-located marketing
Customer Segment Catalog Design Module
team to product specifications. This software creates communication channels through a
computer network backbone that transfers services between non-co-located teams in real
time. The Virtual Customer can compare specification sets and identify optimal tradeoff
configurations to obtain the best design in the eyes of both the designer and the customer.
This platform also adapts to the dynamic nature of product development by adopting a
generic framework which can be used for an array of different products and customer
needs. Therefore, the tool can accommodate last minute changes that may determine the
success or failure of a product.
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Chapter 2 Background
2.1 Customer Perceptions and Key Product Benefits
Customers purchase products based on their perceptions [49]. Through the eyes of the
customer, every product offers a set of perceived benefits. This premise is derived from
Brunswick's "lens model" [5] which describes customer choice behavior as a process by
which customers view products through a perception lens and aggregate its key
characteristics into a set of core benefits. For a customer to elect to purchase a particular
product, he/she must acknowledge the product's benefits as being superior to its
competitors. Therefore, it is important that the product development team determine a
product's key benefits and optimally position the product to achieve customer satisfaction.
Easy to Use
Proposed Product
Visual Effectiveness
Figure 3. Perceptual map for a multimedia projector. Adapted from [49].
Perceptual maps, as the one illustrated in Figure 3, depict a products position within a
given market. The benefit dimensions listed on the map, easy to use and visual
effectiveness, correspond to customers' primary needs for a multimedia projector2. Thus,
to improve customers perceptions of a design, the product development team must enhance
the value of each benefit dimension. The benefit dimensions materialize though extensive
market research which captures the voice of the customer, extracts customer needs and
clusters these requirements into dimensions. The overall objective is to force the product
as far out on the benefit vector as possible to maximize its value on the perceptual map
[49]. This is accomplished by decomposing the benefit axes into the identified customer
needs and creating product attributes that fulfill these needs.
2.2 Capturing the Voice of the Customer
One of the initial stages of the product development process is capturing the voice of the
customer [21], [23], [41], [42], [47], [55], [57]. By understanding customer needs,
designers can optimize a product's positioning. Market researchers use a variety of
qualitative and quantitative methods to determine customers' needs for a given product.
2.2.1 Qualitative Measurements
The purpose of qualitative measurements is to determine important product features as
identified by the customer. Interviews and focus groups [6],[10] are the most popular
methods frequently used in industry. With these two methods the researcher listens to the
customer describe an existing product. It is the interviewers responsibility to probe the
2A presentation device that has its own light source built in and combines different elements of media, text, graphics,
audio, still image, animation, and motion video for display and control from a computer. The computer is plugged into
the unit and the projector projects the computers' image onto a screen or wall.
customer to articulate his/her needs. Often, the customer is asked to demonstrate his/her
use of the product while the interviewer observes the process. This is valuable in that
latent or unarticulated needs can be identified.
Interviews provide the raw data which is later used to sort customer needs into hierarchies.
The hierarchical structure (Figure 4) consists of three tiers: primary (strategic), secondary
(tactical), and tertiary (detailed) needs.
PRIMARY SECONDARY TERTIARY
Easy to Focus
Intuitive Operation - Easy to Tur  On/Off
- Clear Cord Connections
SEasy to Zoom In/Out
Easy to Use Survives travel conditions
Durable f Doesn't scratch easily
Long-lasting
Bright with lights on
Bright Image Consistent Brightness throughout
Quality Image
High Resolution
Figure 4. Hierarchy of customer attributes for a multimedia projector.
The customer needs hierarchy is established by using either a group or a customer sort.
Vocalyst@ [50], the Voice of the Customer Analysis or customer sort method, allows the
customer to organize the needs into secondary and primary groupings. In the group or K-J
method, product developers cluster the needs. The end result is an organized grouping that
gives designers a better description of customer requirements. Quantitative measurements
are then used to acquire a better understanding of customers' rank order for product
attributes derived from the identified needs.
2.2.2 Quantitative Measurements
Quantitative measurements are used to analyze customer attitudes and response to a
product. Personal interviews, questionnaires, clinics, surveys are all used to provide input
on customers' reactions to different product attributes. Quantitative surveys prompt
customers to answer questions from which importance ratings on different needs can be
inferred. Researchers may then use statistical analysis to determine which needs drive
customer satisfaction.
2.2.2.1 Self-Explicated Utility Assessment
Self-explicated surveys [52] ask respondents to evaluate each product attribute separately
given a preference scale. Utility ratings for each attribute are assessed from direct measure
values and weighting factors customer place on each feature. Appendixl-A gives an
example of a self-explicated survey.
2.2.2.2 Conjoint Analysis
Conjoint analysis [7], [13], [15], [16], [17], [18], [33], [36], [43], [53] is a quantitative
technique that, as in the self-explicated method, measures customer preferences for
different product features. It is distinguished from the self-explicated format in that it uses
a comparative analysis of various attribute sets to ascertain utilities for each feature. Based
on the preference ratings customers place on the different feature sets, utility values for
each feature can be calculated. Section 2.4.1 discusses different conjoint techniques in
more detail.
2.3 Mapping Customer Requirements onto the Engineering Axes
2.3.1 Quality Function Deployment
Qualitative measurements define customer needs while quantitative measurements place
values on the product features that correspond to these needs. Somewhere in between
these two methods, engineers must translate customer needs into design features. Quality
Function Deployment (QFD) [39] is a process that uses systematic measures to ensure that
quality, as defined by the customer, is incorporated into product design features. This is
accomplished by:
* early communication between functional teams involved in the product
development process
* linking customer requirements to design features
* deploying customer needs throughout the organization
* and integrating customer demands into product production
QFD is a mechanism that helps to enhance product quality while reducing cycle times [23]
[24] which can offer companies a more competitive edge in the market place.
2.3.1.1 House of Quality
One of the stages in the QFD process is to link customer needs to product design attributes
using a matrix called the "House of Quality"[24], [22] (Figure 5).
IMpoIm t Attributes Poor Great
Customer Needs Relationships
a ategeic n es) between
Affordility 10 CustamrS Needs
Easy hold 2 aes PS SM WA
EaIsytecan6 Design CustomrN
Cowenient-sized output Attribut Cstomer
Costs and Feasibility
"Engineering"
Measures
Figure 5. House of Quality [23].
Members of the integrated development team determine correlations between design
attributes (horizontal columns) and customer needs (vertical columns). Relative
importances captured from quantitative surveys are included in the matrix to illustrate
which needs take precedence. The House of Quality (HOQ) also includes information on
how customers rate existing products with respect to their competitors. Engineering
measures (bottom rows of the HOQ) set target specifications for engineering characteristics
such that design parameters remain within customer satisfying tolerances. The roof of the
matrix establishes relationships between engineering characteristics which is useful in
understanding couplings between different features. Team members can use the "House of
Quality" to determine what design features must be improved to positively influence
customers' perceptions of a given need [24].
The House of Quality is the first matrix in a series of houses used in QFD. Successive
matrices relate engineering characteristics to parts characteristics, parts characteristics to
manufacturing processes, and processes to production requirements.
HOUSE MPS PROCES PRODUMCTON
OF QUAUTY DEPLOWYMEI PLANNIN PLANNINO
Figure 6. Successive House of Quality Matrices [24].
2.4 Evaluating Tradeoffs
Qualitative methods used to extract the voice of the customer can often yield a very
extensive list of over 200 to 400 customer needs. Although customers may want all of
their needs completely satisfied, realistically, design time and cost constraints force
designers to concentrate on only a fraction of the total set. To meet successfully both
customer and design specifications, tradeoffs are made between various design attributes
until the product alternatives converge to one dominant design.
2.4.1 Conjoint Analysis Methodology
Conjoint analysis is widely used in industry as a method for understanding and evaluating
customer tradeoffs. According to a survey conducted by Wittink and Cattin [54], there
were over 400 applications of conjoint analysis per year during 1981 to 1985 and it is
becoming increasingly popular. One of the strengths of conjoint analysis is that it
establishes relative importance values for design attributes by allowing customers to make
tradeoffs between combinations of feature sets. Using the design features associated with
customer needs determined from the House of Quality matrix, researchers compile a list of
viable product attributes. These attributes are decomposed into levels which define
specific point values for each feature. For instance, an attribute such as weight may be
defined on three levels, 5, 10 or 20 lbs. Having developed attributes and their levels,
market researchers apply a variety of data collection methods to conduct the conjoint study
and elicit the utility and weight of each attribute which are combined to determine
customer preference values.
2.4.1.1 Methods of Data Collection
There are a variety of different conjoint data collection methods that can be used to capture
customer preferences. Four of these methods will be presented here: Tradeoff, Full-
profile, Hybrid, and Adaptive. Others include LINMAP, CASEMAP, Choice-Based,
Discrete Choice, and Hierarchical Choice.
Tradeoff
In the trade-off method customers demonstrate their preferences by trading off between
attributes evaluated two at a time (Appendix 1-B). Consumers rank an array of two factor
options from the most to the least desirable combination. This comparison rank orders
each pair of attribute levels relative to other sets. Given this information, customer utility
values or part-worths are calculated for each attribute level.
The trade-off technique is a comprehensible method that may reduce the total workload of
the respondent in comparison to other data collection alternatives. On the other hand, one
of the disadvantages to this method is that the two factor trade-off scenario does not
emulate real purchase situations. Consequently, customers may subconsciously include
extra features in the evaluation and instead rank the binary combinations compounded with
their own added assumptions [36].
Full-Profile
Full-profile conjoint is an alternative to the trade-off method. Instead of trading off
attributes two at a time, complete product profile combinations are derived from the
prespecified attributes and attribute levels. Because the number of possible factorial profile
combinations can become overwhelming, a fractional factorial design is generally
developed to reduce the extensive set to a manageable size by eliminating repetitive
configurations while maintaining enough data diversity to protect the statistical integrity of
the results. Stimulus descriptions depicted either verbally (Appendix 1-C), pictorially
(Appendixl-C) or through the use of virtual reality images [56] (Appendixl-D) are
presented to the customer such that he/she may indicate overall preference values for each
profile. Analysts use a number of decompositional methods to estimate the part-worths
(utility values) for each attribute level which are used to create customer preference
functions.
The advantage to the full-profile method is that respondents are asked to select a product
based on a complete set of features which mimics consumers' purchasing process. The
disadvantage is that analysts are constrained to at most five or six attributes due to possible
information overload problems [17].
Hybrid Conjoint Analysis
Hybrid conjoint analysis is a combination of the full-profile and the self-explicated method.
It is used to reduce the complexity of the full-profile model by applying the self-explicated
compositional method to decrease the number of attributes used to develop the factorial
design. The hybrid conjoint survey is divided into two parts:
part 1: respondents rate individual attributes and levels
part 2: respondents rate a set of full profiles relative to one another
There is some attribute repetition in parts one and two to provide an internal cross-
validation check between the two sets.
Adaptive Conjoint Analysis
Because this method incorporates customer values directly into the derivation of the
stimulus descriptions, it is normally carried out over the computer. As with the hybrid
method, respondents are presented initially with a direct measures task where they rate
features separately. What differentiates this technique is that the computer records
respondents' most important features and adapts sequential profiles to include only the
highly rated attributes. Adaptive Conjoint Analysis software programs spontaneously
manufacture survey questions such that the respondent's answers to the questions provide
the most information. Sawtooth Technologies [43] offers a software package, ACA, that
uses this methodology.
2.4.1.2 Preference Functions
Regression techniques such as ordinary least squares, ANOVA or analysis of variance,
monotonic regression or logit analysis [17], [54] are used to determine the utilities (also
known as part-worths) and preference values for each attribute level given customer
responses obtained from one of the conjoint analysis methods previously described.
Preference functions are derived by graphing the preference measure or utility values along
the y-axis versus the attribute and its different levels along the x-axis (Figure 7 ).
.80 .70
Part-worth Part-worth
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5 lb. 151b. 201b. with lights on only with lights off
Projector Weight Brightness
Figure 7. Preference functions for the weight and brightness of a multimedia
projector. Because the product attributes are evaluated relative to one another, their part-
worths can be compared directly. As in the graphs above, a projector that weighs 5 lbs. has
a part-worth of 0.80 and is therefore rated more important than a projector that is bright
even with the lights on which has a part-worth of 0.70.
These functions are mathematical representations of customer preferences for different
attributes and attribute levels. Due to the trade-off nature of the data collection method, the
preference functions for different product attributes can be compared directly and general
assessments of proposed design concepts can be made. Simulations of customer choice for
multi-attribute alternatives are conducted by combining all estimated part-worth values for
the attributes and attribute levels of a proposed product.
2.4.1.3 Benefit Segmentation
Another advantage of conjoint analysis is that it allows researchers to segment a market
along preference boundaries. Customers can be grouped into segments [4],[11],[49]
dependent on the utility ratings they place on certain attributes. When we cluster customers
based on their utility or part-worth levels, we call these segments "benefit segments". This
differs from segmentation based on demographics (e.g. age), psychographics (e.g. attitude),
or usage (e.g. high or low users). Clustering customers into benefit segments allows
designers to focus on effectively leveraging the preferences of a particular market.
2.4.1.4 Reliability and Validity
Before researchers can conduct credible market choice simulations, they must carefully
evaluate the validity and reliability of the conjoint models. Researchers can test the
reliability of customer responses by including a second set of stimulus cards that is a
fraction of the original set. Customer ratings for these profiles are compared to the original
set to look for repeatability in customer preferences [17]. To test the internal validity of the
calculated part-worths, researchers can include extra hold out stimulus sets in the
experimental design. The utility functions deduced from the responses are then used to
calculate customers' response to the hold out profiles. Validation correlation factors are
drawn between the predicted and actual preference values to test the internal validity of the
responses. Analysts validate conjoint predictive capabilities by comparing estimated
market shares to actual shares, and, when possible, to actual consumer choices.
The reliability of conjoint analysis is, in part, a function of the number of attributes and
attribute levels. Eight attributes at three levels each is the median for a typical survey [54].
Because the profiles are derived from a factorial design, designs larger than eight attributes
may prohibit the respondent from thoroughly processing the information. There have been
some successful applications where more than eight attributes were used to develop a
survey [53]; however, the hybrid method was used to decrease the number of profiles.
The profiles used in the conjoint survey should be as realistic as possible. Unrealistic
profiles can distort customer ratings, biasing both the reliability and ultimately the validity
of the results. If customers view profile feature combinations as inconceivable, ratings
placed on that profile may be skewed and disrupt the validity of the statistical study.
The number of respondents is another factor that affects the predictive validity of a
conjoint study. The respondent size should be large enough to capture market
heterogeneity. Analysts use statistical equations to determine practical sample sizes.
Research on variance in the reliability and validity of different data collection methods has
been inconclusive. Some studies infer that the full-profile method yields more reliable
results versus the tradeoff method [40] while others report that their are no differences
between the two [32], [44]. Studies conducted on the hybrid model revealed similar results
confirming the relative validity of the models. Green [14] conducted three comparative
studies to analyze the validity of the hybrid, self-explicated, and full-profile methods. Two
studies measured insignificant differences across each model while the third study noted
that the hybrid model estimates rated poorly relative to the other methods. Discrepancies in
these findings are mainly contributed to disparities in the measurements used to calculate
the reliability of the models [18]. Green's speculative conclusion suggested that all three
data collection methods were compatible in terms of data validity [14]. Overall, most
agree that the full-profile method is best for a small set of attributes versus a larger set for
the tradeoff method. Methods that apply both techniques, such as hybrid or adaptive
conjoint, are best used when researchers opt to maximize the simplicity of the survey.
Chapter 3 The Voice of Industry
3.1 Identifying the Gaps
Before the structure of the Virtual Customer can be constructed, the needs of those who
will ultimately use the tool must be substantiated. To initiate this process, 15 employees of
a top fortune 500 company were interviewed [38]. Respondents represented an equal mix
from both the marketing and design/engineering departments. A total of 73 needs were
extracted from the interviews and sorted into seven groups. A detailed listing of each need
can be found in Appendix 2.
3.1.1 Understanding the Customer
The majority of the needs fell under the umbrella of understanding the customer.
Designers were mainly concerned with how customers responded to a product during
marketing studies. How does the customer interact with the product in his/her own
environment? What features are important to the customer? Knowing key details about
the customer and his/her environment assists in the effective integration of customer
requirements. Although marketing respondents stated that they were well aware of
customer preferences, designers emphasized that they needed a better understanding of
customer tradeoffs. This insight would allow designers to concentrate more heavily on
important components of the design. In essence, designers favored a system that provided
them with a direct conduit of information on customer needs. As one respondent
summarized it, "We want a small group of customers at our desk articulating to us exactly
what they want and exactly how they want it" [38].
3.1.2 Tool - User Interfaces
During the interviews, respondents expressed their needs as they related to the user
interface of an information-integration tool. The tool must exist in a standardized format
such that it is compatible with a variety of software packages. It is important that existing
networking structures are maintained and any new tool would simply be an extension of
the current format. Following this framework would shorten the learning curve and
increase the potential use of the software. The objective is to develop a tool that captures
the interest of the user and is user friendly.
3.1.3 Information Dissemination and Integration
Marketing organizations conduct numerous extensive studies to evaluate consumer needs
and preferences, yet designers seldom reap the benefits of this information. Respondents
agreed that there is a need for better tools that offer a detailed view of marketing research.
These tools must be easily accessible by all product team members and possess the ability
to incorporate immediate changes. Because the management of information integration
during the design phase can sometimes be at the discretion of individual designers,
designers expressed a need for a tool that helps them to determine the required level of
integration. Once information is propagated downstream, receivers need to know how to
integrate the right information at the right time.
3.1.4 Information Structure
Information must be received in a format that is easily interpreted by the designer.
Therefore, industry needs tools that are flexible enough to adapt to a variety of structural
frameworks. Information should be presented in such a way as to not overwhelm the user,
but assist designers in decision-making strategies. The tool should also incorporate prior
knowledge and synthesize external expertise into product design.
3.1.5 Product Development Dynamics
Industry is concerned with the repercussions of late changes during the development of a
product. Tools which facilitate front end recognition of design alterations can partially
alleviate the need to implement modifications downstream and avoid delays in market
entry dates. If late changes are inevitable, then product teams need tools that assess
tradeoffs in customer satisfaction associated with design adjustments.
3.1.6 Team Interaction
Team buy-in is a critical aspect of any product development process. Tools that integrate
every team members' responsibilities into the design process can evoke team buy-in.
Product teams also need tools that allow them to illustrate the predicted success of feasible
concepts to solicit managerial support.
3.1.7 Benchmarking the Competition
Industry needs tools that allow them to gage their products against their competitors prior
to market entry. A tool that benchmarks designs against their competitors enables
designers to favorably position their products in the marketplace.
3.2 Existing Tools and Methods
3.2.1 Face of the Customer
The Face of the Customer is a multimedia device that animates market research by
providing designers with video images of customers articulating their needs [1]. Interviews
are videotaped and reviewed to extract clips which help define ambiguous customer
primary, secondary and tertiary needs. The images are digitized, linked to their respective
customer requirements, and saved on CD-ROM. Copies of the program are distributed to
all product team members such that they can directly read textual versions of customer
requirements and click on links to view audio-visual clips related to a particular need
(Figure 8).
Figure 8. The Face of the Customer.
The prominent advantage of this system is that it offers designers an audio-visual image of
customer responses. Visual versus textual presentation of information helps to eliminate
obscurities in customer needs [1]. The system also attempts to mitigate communication
barriers between marketing and engineering organizations. On the other hand, the Face of
the Customer fails to address a few issues.
* Mapping needs to engineering specifications. Currently, the Face of the Customer only
provides the user with media excerpts of customer interviews. The program does not
yet map customer needs to engineering characteristics. As a result, designers continue
to face the challenge of translating customer language into product attributes.
* Qualitative versus Quantitative Information. The Face of the Customer attempts to
present development teams with a wealth of information concerning qualitative needs.
Although the program is used in parallel with qualitative/quantitative measurement
techniques, the quantitative values customers place on each need are not yet displayed
on the user interface. Therefore designers who are unable to participate in the analysis
of the voice of the customer have no way of differentiating between customer priorities
to facilitate tradeoff simulations.
* Program Reusability. The reusability factor of the Face of the Customer is contingent
on the consistency of customer needs across different products. The cost of developing
the Face of the Customer is currently substantial and is generally justifiable for high
volume or high revenue products when customer needs remain static over time.
Examining the Competition. Even though the software gives insight into customers'
perceptions of a particular product, there is no reference as to how competing products
are being perceived. Designers have no way of measuring how their solutions to
customer needs are rated against their competitors.
The Face of the Customer offers an effective means of distributing and visualizing
customer needs. The biggest problem to date is that the Face of the Customer has not been
widely adopted, thus we can infer that there is something about the program that does not
satisfy the needs of the product development team. As of yet, there is no conclusive
evidence as to what these unsatisfied requirements might be.
3.2.2 Simulation Models
Researchers use statistical data on customer ratings to simulate market response. There are
a variety of simulators (Simgraf, Choice, Prefer, ProSim, Linmap, Strata) available on the
market that estimate preference functions using metric and nonmetric methods and perform
"what-if' analysis to gage the effects of changing product features on market share.
Market consulting firms use these tools to develop product scenarios for clients. For
example, Sawtooth Technologies [43] is a marketing support firm that creates market
simulator software so that corporations can evaluate their product ratings against their
competitors, differentiate product feature combinations that are best suited for a particular
market segment, and forecast additional products to capture a substantial share of the
market.
Research Triangle Institute (RTI) offers a virtual reality conjoint simulator package which
allows their industrial clients to view three-dimensional images of consumers' most
preferred product concepts. The simulation software program manufactures virtual
prototypes given a library of product features. Customers are asked to input their
preferences for a series of design prototypes. The computer generates virtual images of
first choice designs given buyers' preferences [56].
Market simulation models offer a wealth of knowledge on product positioning and market
demand by analyzing customers' discrete-choice decision-making process; however, there
are a few shortcomings to the use of these methods in product development.
* Dynamic product design. Current simulation packages allow users to assemble product
concepts from a predetermined library of product features. Therefore, any design
changes made further into the design process can only be integrated into the system by
importing them into the simulation software. One viable solution would be to link
simulation packages directly to designers' CAD files to capture real time feature
changes.
* Distributed Environment. The results from simulation programs are not always easily
accessible to downstream team members. Often a subcomponent of the development
team selectively analyzes and deploys the data. Downstream designers are then
restricted to decisions made by upstream team members.
3.2.3 Other Techniques
Companies have derived a number of internal integration programs in hopes of facilitating
communication between marketing and engineering. For instance, intranets are used to
store marketing research for different products. One drawback to this system is that the
data is not formatted in a structure conducive to the needs of each individual designer. As
a result, designers must sift through the information to extract desired data. Companies
also fabricate proprietary integration tools to aid in product development, but they
generally are geared towards one specific product and require many man-hours to develop.
The electronic mailing system has been used as an interactive means of data exchange.
Although information is propagated instantaneously, email has not matured to a state such
that the data is properly organized. Email also fails to support an interactive decision-
making environment.
QFD, as mentioned earlier, is another technique that promotes communication between
functional team members who participate in the process. But because of the enormous size
of many product teams, it may be difficult to directly involve every team member in the
development of the House of Quality. As a result, extended team members may not
receive information on the relationship between customer needs and design attributes.
Chapter 4
Distributed Object-based Modeling and
Evaluation (DOME)
The complexity of product design requires collaboration between marketing, engineering,
design, and manufacturing. In this interactive environment methods which facilitate
organizational networking are desirable. As presented in chapter 3, there is a need for an
integrated tool that links critical customer requirements directly to product design.
Distributed Object-based Modeling and Evaluation or DOME is a software tool which
allows product teams to rapidly construct design problem models and manage information
transfer across their interfaces [45]. Within this framework, marketers, designers, and
manufacturers can view the entire design and evaluate tradeoffs between different design
parameters ultimately arriving at a viable solution. Certain parameters can be optimized to
satisfy customer needs while remaining within given constraints. DOME is a tool which
helps teams evaluate the feasibility of a product concept during the early stages of the
design phase.
4.1 Design Decomposition
A design problem is a set of interconnected subproblems that can be decomposed into
segments or modules. A module can be regarded as a "black box", requesting inputs and
offering a set of outputs [28]. Housed within a module are nodes which encapsulate
mathematical relationships, software programs (i.e. Pro-Engineering or Excel packages) or
any data that designers use to arrive at solutions to their portion of the design problem
(Figure 9). Inputs into the module are used to calculate desired results within each node.
Input parameters may be either deterministic or probabilistic depending on the nature of the
variable. This framework allows designers to incorporate uncertainty into product design.
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Figure 9. Nodes housed within a module.
Nodes also contain engineering acceptability functions for different design parameters.
Acceptability functions define the likelihood that designers' will accept a given value for a
particular design variable (Figure 10). A criterion value compares engineering
specifications, or acceptability functions, to certain design parameters within a node to
determine whether design values lie within an acceptable range. Designs that are
acceptable meet all requirements across each attribute considered. The overall probability
of acceptance for a collection of variables is stored within a lens and is evaluated by the
multiplicative value of each criterion [45].
b) acceptability function
Figure 10. Designers' probability of acceptance for a parameter given an
acceptability function. Adapted from [28].
A genetic algorithm-based optimization engine is integrated into the DOME framework to
locate optimal solutions to the design problem. Thus, the most promising design solutions
are obtained during the early stages of the design process while those which fail to meet
specified targets are more easily identified and disregarded.
4.2 Catalog Composition
Using the DOME software, modules can be stored in catalogs and reused for future design
problems. Libraries of different design components such as gears, batteries, materials can
be created to promote reusability. For instance, a catalog of different gear selections may
group a variety of gears along with parameters describing key characteristics such as gear
teeth, pitch size, and the inner/outer diameter. Cataloged components within a design can
be interchanged to evaluate their performances allowing designers to explore a number of
0 x 0 x
c) probability of acceptance (criterion)
1 1 =acceptabililty with certainty
O=unacceptability with certainty
Pacceptane acceptability(x)* performa (x)dx
Pacceptance = J acceptabilty(x)* performance(x)dx
a) design parameter
feasible design alternatives.
Catalogs are subdivided into a number of tiers, thus developing a hierarchical structure as
seen in Figure 11. The level of detail within a catalog is at the discretion of the designer.
As illustrated in the market segment catalog below, a group of customers may be clustered
into three different segments which in turn may be divided into a number of subgroups.
Customer Segment Catalog
Universities Consultants Professionals
Consultants Catalog
High End User Low End User
Consultant Low End User Catalog
Figure 11. Catalog hierarchy for Travelers Non-Travelers
customer segments.
4.3 Distributed Environment
DOME provides for a shared work environment where multiple designers working on
separate modules of the problem can provide services to other modules within the design.
Modules from different team organizations are stored in a central computer database where
they can be easily accessed by designers. Information is transferred between modules
through internet communication protocol compliant with the COBRA standard [28]
(Figure 12). The user interface allows designers to modify parameters and propagate the
design changes to other connected modules. In response to design changes, data received
by market researchers concerning customer preferences is propagated in real time to all
modules that request this information as a desirable input value.
Internet Backbone
Figure 12. Internet backbone for information transfer between module interfaces.
Adapted from [45].
A distributed work environment allows for more thorough integration of design
requirements. Each team member works within the boundaries of his/her own domain, yet
interfaces are linked such that pertinent information is propagated downstream as needed.
Thus delay times due to the lack of information can be avoided and the product
development cycle time shortened.
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Chapter 5 Integrated Virtual Customer Model
The Virtual Customer is essentially a catalog collection of customer requirement modules
defined within the DOME software that evaluates a product given a stream of attribute
variables. The marketing department develops the customer requirements catalog and
publishes it as a service to other product team members. The customer models enable
designers to analyze tradeoffs and reconfigure design parameters to improve customer
satisfaction across all product attributes. Such a system enhances designers ability to
predict customer response to design concepts without the development of costly
prototypes. The focus of this section is to describe the layout of the Virtual Customer, and
how the model uses the DOME framework to distribute marketing data across the product
development team.
The main interface is illustrated in Figure 13. Within the Virtual Customer design there
are a collection of modules that receive inputs and calculate outputs that are distributed to
other team members. The Designer module receives inputs on geometry from computer
aided design programs and engineering parameters from a designer's DOME model. These
values are mapped to nodes within the customer geometric attributes module and the
customer engineering attributes module. These modules then propagate the geometry and
engineering parameters to the customer segment catalog where they are evaluated against
different market segments' preferences to determine whether the design meets customer
requirements. The segment preference catalog calculates the preference ratings for
attributes linked to customers' primary needs and an overall preference rating for a given
design. The market module calculates the probability of purchase and predicts sales
volumes, market positions, suggested retail prices, and expected revenue values. The
overall preference values along with the outputs within the market module are all returned
to the designers' model.
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5.1 Customer Models
5.1.1 Linking Customer Requirements to Design Parameters in DOME
One of the advantages of the Virtual Customer software is that traditional methods used to
integrate customer needs into the design process are easily incorporated into the proposed
framework. The robust charting technique of the House of Quality can be maintained in the
Virtual Customer model by linking nodes. The customer attribute module defined within
the design is directly linked to the designers' engineering characteristics and design
features modules.
The key here, as in the House of Quality matrix, is that the mappings illustrate relationships
between design attributes and customer needs while preserving the semantics of each
parties. It also offers a very effective means of visualizing what features drive their
respective customer needs (Figure 14).
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Figure 14. Mapping customer needs to design attributes in DOME. The outputs (right
side of the module) in the designer module are inputs (left side of the module) into the
customer engineering attribute module. Each functional team member can maintain his/her
own nomenclature. The interdependent nodes simply need to be linked to receive data.
5.1.2 Emulating Decision-Making Using Preference Functions
By carefully developing submodels of customers' perceptions, preferences, and choice,
researchers are able to predict customer response to a product [49]. Using this methodology,
along with the DOME framework, marketers can input customer preference functions into
nodes and compare customer acceptability values to design parameters. Once customer
models are stored in DOME, designer's can evaluate engineering specifications against
customer preferences and acquire real time assessments as to how the proposed design
concept rates through the subjective lens of the customer. Customers' overall preference
rating for different aspects of a design is calculated by aggregating the preference for each
attribute considered and storing this value in a lens (Figure 15).
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~~'--:i-: --:----:..------Figure 15. Evaluating Customer Preferences. The lens icons on the right illustrate the
customer preference values for different customer needs. The criterion browsers
demonstrate the attributes that affect preference ratings for the reliability of a multimedia
projector. To improve this attribute, designers would need to increase the life of the lamp.
The overall customer preference for a design is calculated using equation (1):
P(j) = w,*u, (1)
Where, P(j) is the customer preference for product j, n indexes the different attributes of
product j, w is the importance weight for attribute n, and u is the utility value of that
attribute at a given attribute level. If a designer were to alter the value of a design parameter
linked to the Virtual Customer module, the utility value for that attribute level is altered and
the change is reflected in the overall customer preference for the product. This interactive
process offers designers immediate feedback on tradeoffs between customer needs and
engineering specifications.
5.2 Market Segment Catalogs
Market segmentation is maintained by clustering customers based on their preference and
storing the averaged preference functions for each segment in a catalog. As in Figure 16,
segment A possess an entirely different set of part-worth or utility values as compared to
segment B. Designers can then evaluate different segments' response to a variety of design
concepts.
Figure 16. Interchangeable customer segment catalogs. The consultant and academic
segments are both in the same customer catalog, however they possess different preference
functions.
The Virtual Customer educates product team members on what particular market segments
should be targeted given a proposed design with certain set parameters. The sporadic nature
of product design frequently requires parametric changes which may directly affect the target
market's approval of the product. Given the current product design process one of two
things may occur: 1. prototypes of the new changes are presented to customers which
provoke an iterative time consuming cycle that attempts to match products to customer
needs or 2. designers integrate changes without any insight as to how the market will react.
The Virtual Customer promotes a concurrent environment where design changes are
compared directly to market specifications which educate designers on market response. If
proposed dimensional design changes rate poorly with a selected target market, designers
and marketers may chose to evaluate that product against other potential market segments in
the catalog. Equipped with this latitude in market selection, designers and marketers may
elect to develop derivatives of a particular product to satisfy different segments and expand
predicted market share. Product platforms based on the core architecture of highly rated
design proposals could also be developed.
5.3 Competition Module
Customer overall preference values for competitor's products are included in the
competition module. A criterion value is used to evaluate product concepts against their
competitors. Information on customer perceptions of competing products facilitates the
strategic positioning of new products.
5.4 Market Module
The market module inside the Virtual Customer design contains nodes which calculate
probability of purchase, sales volume, market position, retail price and expected revenue
(Figure 17).
Figure 17. Market module within the Virtual Customer design.
The probability of purchase value is estimated using logit analysis [8], [3]. Logit analysis is
an empirically robust equation that uses maximum-likelihood methods to define the
relationship between a dichotomous response variable (whether or not a customer will
purchase a product) and a set of independent variables (observed preference values for a
product). The logistic function is selected to depict the graphical representation of this
behavior, in part, because it conforms to the limitations on the dependent variable; y= 0 or 1
[8], [3]. It can also be derived from more fundamental assumptions about consumers
maximizing utility in an uncertain world. The logit model which determines whether
customer c purchases a given product j is defined by equation (2):
L, = exp(flpclI exp(fpc) (2)
t j=1
where 1 indexes the product, Pcj is customer c's preference value for product j, and f0 is a fit
parameter calculated using maximum likelihood estimation [49].
Using the expected purchase probability Lj , projected market size Mj , and the number of
customers c in the sample, a sales volume Sj can be calculated using equation (3).
Sj = Lci (3)
The sales volume determined in equation (3) can then be used to calculate an expected
revenue value Rj given a predicted retail price RPj as in equation (4).
R = RPj * Sj (4)
5.5 Adding Modules
Because of the easy additive nature of the Virtual Customer software, an unlimited number
of modules, all offering their own expert services, can be integrated into the design. Designs
are built using a model definition language (MDL) which allows for rapid model
construction (Appendix 3). Any adaptations such as new modules, nodes, or catalog items,
are defined directly in the MDL file. The advantage to this concept is that distributed
analysis tools do not need to be redesigned for new product designs; instead they can simply
grow to accommodate additional information.
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Chapter 6 Implementation and Results
6. 1 Design of a Next-Generation Multimedia Projector
A multimedia projector was modeled in DOME to demonstrate the functionality of the
Virtual Customer software. The projector was decomposed into seven major components:
light engine, light source, optical lens, power supply, printed circuit board, housing, and
video interface.
To emulate the distributed nature of product development, the development team was
comprised of four master degree students each representing a member from the engineering,
design, marketing and environmental organizations. Each team member was responsible for
evaluating their portion of the design using different tools to facilitate the process.
Engineering specifications and customer requirements were modeled in separate DOME
designs. A solidworks design of the projector was developed to define part dimensions.
Environmental constraints were defined within a software program called TEAM@. A
budgeting model was built in Excel that basically outputs budget requirements and
manufacturing costs. The independent functional models communicated input/output
services across interfaces using the DOME protocol (Figure 18).
a) b)
Figure 18. The Distributed Model. Input/output interactions between a)Excel Cost
model, b)Solidworks, c)Designers' DOME model, d) Team@ and e) the Virtual Customer.
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6.2 Market Data Collection
A 1996 marketing research report on multimedia projectors was reviewed to extract some
customer requirements, however, to ensure that requirements due to technological advances
and heightened customer expectations were included, a second focus group session was
conducted. Seven respondents were assembled to participate in the focus group session to
discuss multimedia projectors. The moderator stimulated conversation on customer
requirements by encouraging the respondents to describe use scenarios of the projector
which allowed participants to more easily articulate their needs. Following the focus group
session, customer statements were analyzed to extract key phrases. In all, about 100
customer needs were determined.
The customer needs were sorted into primary, secondary and tertiary hierarchical groupings
using the K-J method. The primary/strategic needs were portability, image quality, audio
quality, reliability, ease of use, adaptability, aesthetics and cost. The primary and secondary
needs were then linked to engineering characteristics and design features using the House of
Quality (Appendix 4) to reveal which product attributes influenced customers' perceptions.
6.3 Experimental Design
A survey using the tradeoff method was designed to measure the utility and relative
importances of each key attribute. The total set of attributes were reduced to 13 two-level
attributes (Table 1) to decrease respondents' workload. Reducing the number of attributes
allowed us to focus on the features we wanted to consider in the redesign and helped to
eliminate inaccuracies due to respondent overload.
Table 1. Attribute and attribute levels for a multimedia projector.
Attribute Attribute Level
Projection Distance 30 ft
10ft
Table Space as much as a VCR
as much as a laptop
Retail Price $15,000
$9,000
Image Clarity Slightly fuzzy images
Clear crisp images
Brightness Bright only with room lights off
Bright even with the room lights on
Speaker Quality Sounds like a low quality radio
Sounds like a high quality stereo
Ruggedness Can drop while carrying it without damage, 2ft
Can drop off a tabletop without damage, 3ft
Weight 20 Ibs.
7 Ibs.
Noise Level Makes an audible noise
Makes no noise
Cool Down Time Cools down within 5 minutes of shut off
Cools down immediately after shut off
Rental Price/day $800
$500
Height Dimension 9 inches
4 inches
Bulblife 1 year
5 years
The experimental design involved a paired-comparison between two projector concepts each
containing two attribute levels. Selecting the value of the attribute levels was dependent on
the functional range of existing projectors currently available on the market, as well as the
technical feasibility of the value of the level. Therefore, the attribute levels for weight, 201bs
and 71bs, were selected to span the entire range of current projectors while adhering to
practical design constraints.
To measure customers purchase intent, two full-profile cards were included at the end of
the questionnaire. The respondents were asked to rate, on a scale from 0 to 100, the
probability that they would purchase the two projectors given that they were currently
available on the market.
The conjoint survey was randomly distributed on the web to low, medium, and high-end
multimedia projector users. For each of the twelve tradeoff questions presented on the
questionnaire, the customer was asked to allocate ten points between the two projector
concepts to demonstrate their preference for one concept over the other (Figure 19).
Tradeoff Question
Projector 1 Projector 2
Can project a maximum of 30ft. y / Can project a maximum of 10ft.
As much table space as a VCR As much table space as a laptop
Figure 19. Tradeoff survey question trading off features for a multimedia projector.3
The point system represents a preference ratio between the two concepts. The other
questions continued in this format, with one attribute feeding into the next tradeoff thus
establishing a link between each proceeding question. Visual images were provided for
some of the tradeoff questions to aid customers in the tradeoff process.
The survey was pretested by a small sample set to assure that respondents were correctly
interpreting each attribute and their levels and to eliminate any unrealistic pairings. At the
end of the study, there were a total of 664 completed surveys.
3 See Appendix 5 for a listing of the entire survey.
4Typically, consumer studies with multiple market segments include 300 to 400 respondents [43], however, the main
purpose of this conjoint study is to illustrate an application of the Virtual Customer software rather than calculate actual
market shares.
6.4 Data Analysis
6.4.1 Calculating Utilities
The standard format for calculating utilities is to scale the utility values such that the least
preferred level is set to 0 and the most preferred level is set to 1. But it is important to
understand that the zero-level utilities are considered to be the least preferred level relative
to other levels of an attribute. The zero does not denote that these levels have no utility [43].
Because the attributes in our survey contained only two levels, the most attractive level was
set to 1 and the least attractive level was given a utility value of 0. If we interpolate between
these two levels, the utility function for any particular attribute would be as seen in Figure
20.
1.0-
Utility Value
Least Prefered Level Most Prefered Level
Attribute Levels
Figure 20. Utility function for each attribute.
6.4.2 Individual Relative Importances
The preference ratios customers placed on the tradeoff questions are used to calculate the
relative weight factors between the different attributes and levels. The weights on each
attribute can be calculated using equation (1). By arbitrarily setting one weight value to 100
and using the preference ratios customers placed on each tradeoff, we can directly calculate
the relative importances of all 13 attributes. In our case, u(x) = 0 or 1 depending on the
attribute level and P(j) is the ratio value obtained from customer questionnaire responses.
The calculated weights for each respondents were normalized by dividing through by the
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highest weighted attribute. Table 2 lists the calculated relative importance values for one of
the 66 respondents. Figure 21 depicts the weighted utility functions or preference functions
for two attributes - projection distance and table space. The weight value gives us a better
understanding of the tradeoff strategy of each respondent.
Table 2. Relative importances for respondent 8.
Respondent 8 Relative Importances
Attribute Weight
Projection Distance 0.11
Table Space 0.44
Retail Price 0.30
Image Clarity 0.44
Brightness 0.11
Speaker Quality 0.30
Ruggedness 0.06
Weight 0.58
Noise Level 0.36
Cool Down Time 0.17
Rental Price/Day 0.67
Height Dimension 1.00
Bulblife 0.25
Projection Distance
10ft 30 ft
Table Space
.44
0
VCR laptop
Figure 21. Preference
for respondent 8.
The most important attribute in this case is the height dimension of the projector. Other
highly valued features include rental price, weight, table space, and image clarity. Therefore,
if we were to design a projector to meet the needs of this customer, we would attempt to
minimize the overall dimensions and weight of the projector, optimize image clarity and
rent the projector at a low daily price.
6.4.3 Market Segmentation
The next step in our data analysis was to segment the 66 respondents based on their
preferences. Because of the unexpected large variation in the values for the part-worths, we
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chose to use a rank-order method. The preferences for each respondent were rank-ordered
from 1 to 13, 1 being the most preferred attribute and 13 being the least preferred. The
customers were clustered using a statistical software program, SPSS (Statistical Product and
Services Solutions) which clustered customers using the K-means method, a nonhierarchical
clustering technique that groups items instead of variables [29]. The K-means method
arbitrarily divides the sample set into K clusters. The center for each group is calculated and
those items that are closest to the mean remain in the initial cluster, while the outliers are
reassigned to other clusters. This process is repeated until all items are grouped. The
starting number of initial K partitions was fixed to three and after seven iterations, the
software arrived at three plausible clusters. The distances between the final cluster centers
were large enough to differentiate all three segments as illustrated in Table 3.
Table 3. Distances between the three cluster centroids.
Distances Between Final Cluster Centers
Cluster Number 1 2 3
1 0.00
2 17.22 0.00
3 10.00 12.23 0.00
If we analyze the final cluster centers of each attribute, we can determine which features
drive the three segments. Table 4 represents the final cluster center positions for each
attribute. Those values closest to 1 represent the most preferred attributes. Segment 1,
consisting of 11 customers, have high preferences for image clarity, brightness, and retail
price. Segment 2, the largest cluster with 35 respondents, values rental price, along with the
bulb life and the height of the projector. Segment 3 (20 respondents) has high preferences
for rental price, noise level, and image clarity.
Table 4. Final cluster centers using K-means clustering method. The number in the table
represents the rank order with 1 being first rank and 13 being last rank.
Attribute Segment 1 Segment 2 Segment 3
Projection Distance 5.73 11.66 8.75
Table Space 7.18 11.97 11.25
Retail Price 10.23 7.90
Image Clarity 8.83
Brightness 9.23 5.10
Speaker Quality 7.91 7.37 6.15
Ruggedness 10.27 8.26 9.75
Weight 4.91 5.17 4.25
Noise Level 9.27 4.46
Cool Down Time 10.64 5.46 10.15
Rental Price 8.18
Height 8.09 9.75
Bulblife 7.91 6.85
6.5 Evaluating Tradeoffs in DOME
In order to integrate segment tradeoffs into DOME, the weights for each member of the
clusters were averaged using equation (5):
Wab = Wa (5)
where W is the average weight value for a market segment, a is the projector attribute, b is
the market segment, w is equal to the individual weights of respondents in segment b, c
indexes the respondents, and n is the total number of respondents in b. Segments' rank
order and average weights for the 13 attributes are depicted in Table 5. The segments' rank
order for the 13 attributes using the average weight values is highly correlated with the
results obtained from the K-means method. This suggests that using rank order data is
relatively robust. Inconsistencies in the order of different attributes can be in part a result of
the large standard deviation between the calculated weights for individuals within the three
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segments.
Table 5. Average importance weights and standard deviations for each segment.
bSeament 1
Design Attribute Waverage a Waverage a Waverage a
Projection Distance 0.36 0.03 0.03 0.19 0.14
Table Space 0.28 0.26 0.03 0.09 0.12 0.22
Retail Price 0.45 0.26 0.06 0.09 0.22 0.19
Image Clarity 0.33 0.10 0.14 0.37
Brightness ;0.36 0.06 0.08 0.40 0.25
Speaker Quality 0.28 0.21 0.09 0.07 0.38 0.32
Drop Distance 0.15 0.18 0.09 0.13 0.10 0.08
Weight 0.46 0.35 0.21 0.27 0.35
Noise Level 0.23 0.28 0.31 0.31 0.44 0.28
Cool Down Time 0.12 0.10 0.21 0.20 009 006
Rental Price 0.26 0.30
Height 0.24 0.20
Bulblife 0.40 0.48
0.33 0.35
0.30 0.12 0.08
0.35 0.33 0.32
The utility functions for all 13 attributes were defined within the segment preference catalog
of the Virtual Customer using the Model Definition Language illustrated below:
Specification "Projector Weight"
SegmentedAF {7 1 20 0}
This indicates that 7lbs has a utility value of I as compared to 20 lbs which has a utility value
of 0. Each utility function was defined in this manner. The average segment weights were
also added into the segment preference catalog using the MDL.
The parametric values for the 13 attributes within the Virtual Customer design are inputs
from the other models liked in the distributed design environment. The geometric attributes:
"
Segment 2 IISeament 3
, -~-- .~- .~-
table space and height, receives inputs on length, width and height from the solidworks
model. Therefore changes in any of these values are immediately propagated to the Virtual
Customer model. Inputs on manufacturing and rental cost, are imported from the excel
costing model. The cost values are sent to the Virtual Customer where marketers mark-up
the manufacturing costs to come up with a final retail price which is sent to the segment
preference module for evaluation. All engineering attributes are linked directly to
engineering values within the designers' DOME model (Figure 18).
Having received the necessary parametric inputs from different functional team members, the
Virtual Customer can distribute segment preferences to the designer's model given proposed
design values. Criterion values linked to each attribute compares the design variables to
customer utility functions and calculates the utility.
There are six lenses, portability, image quality, sound quality, reliability, easy to use, and
cost which represent customers' primary needs. The utilities for the secondary needs are
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aggregated to illustrate the preference for their respective primary needs. For instance, using
equation (1) the preference for portability can be calculated with n equaling the length,
width, height, and weight of the projector. This gives designers and marketers a quick view
of how well a product ranks on the primary axis. If portability rates poorly, then designers
have a better understanding as to what variables drive portability, why the design variables
linked to portability lie outside the preferred range, and what can be done to improve the
acceptability factor.
The relative importance values are attached to the determined utilities to calculate the
overall preference for the model relative to the most preferred product. The total preference
value for a proposed product configuration is defined in the model definition language using
equation (1) which was normalized by dividing through by the most preferred product.
To demonstrate how the Virtual Customer responds to changes in important attributes, the
parametric values for the top three drivers for the three identified segments were set out of
acceptable range, while all other attribute values were set to the most preferred level. The
bulblife, rental price, and height of the projector were altered in the designer, costing and
solidworks models respectively. The changes were propagated to the Virtual Customer
model where the overall preference value for each segment is recalculated to account for the
new changes. As expected, because these attributes were rated most important by Segment
2, their preference score was the lowest, 0.41 (Figure 23).
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Figure 23. Segment 2's response to changes in bulblife, rental price, and height.
Segments 1 and 3 were not significantly disappointed with the changes being that their top
three attributes included other attributes such as image clarity and brightness. Segment 3's
preference rating was lower than that of segment 1 (0.75 versus 0.82) because rental cost
was ranked as the second most important attribute (Table 5) and therefore any changes in its
value has a profound impact on that segment. Figures 24 and 25 demonstrate the overall
preference values for segments 1 and 3 when the top three important attributes for these two
segments were set out of range. When image clarity, brightness, and projection distance
were changed to unacceptable levels, the overall preference values for segments 1,2, and 3
were 0.64, 0.98, and 0.71 respectively. Driving image clarity, rental cost, and weight to
least preferred levels, dissatisfied segment 3 while segments 2 and 1 were virtually
unaffected by the changes.
Figure 24. Segment 1's response to changes in image clarity, brightness and projection
distance.
Figure 25. Segment 3's response to changes in image clarity, rental cost, and weight.
The overall preference rating for a proposed product is sent as an input to the designers'
model where he/she can assess the product and determine whether changes are necessary. It
also allows marketers to select different target segments depending on their preference for a
particular design concept. As illustrated above, those products which lie in unacceptable
ranges for key dimensions within a given segment, result in low preference ratings for that
segment. Thus, if a product were to lack image clarity, brightness and large projection
distances, then the product team should target segment 2 (with an overall preference rating
of 0.98 assuming all other utility values for the other attributes are equal to 1) rather than
segment 1 with a preference rating of 0.64 for this product.
The Virtual Customer model also reacts to changes in cataloged items housed within the
designers' DOME model. The light engine is a catalog item which allows designers to
select between three light engines: light engine A, B or PT-L592U. Each light engine has it
on parameters for brightness, resolution or image clarity, lamplife, and projection distance.
Therefore, changing light engines will impact the segment preference rating. Table 6 shows
how three segments responded to the different light engine catalog choices. The preference
for PT-L592U is lower as compared to light engine A and B because it lacks high
performance qualities which is an important feature to all segments. The engineering
performance qualities for A and B are more compatible and therefore there are smaller
differences in the overall preference rating for the two engines. Light engine A and target
segment 1 would be the best design decision if designers were looking solely to optimize
customer preferences.
Table 6. Segment responses to changes in light engine catalog components.
1[ Light Engine A Light Engine B Light Engine PT-L592U
Segment 1 0.88 0.76
Segment 2 0.89 0.89 0.75
Segment 3 0.87 0.85 0.74
In all product design processes there are tradeoffs made between performance, customer
satisfaction, and costs. Often times engineers search to optimize specific engineering
characteristics. We elected to optimize the light engine, speakers, and fan selections as an
attempt to identify an optimal solution for the projector design. Running the DOME's
optimization engine, we were able to locate the following top configuration: light engine B,
medium-sized exhaust fan Panaflo FBA12Gl2U1A, and 50 x 90 mm jazz speaker. When
these design changes were propagated to the Virtual Customer model, the three segments
responded accordingly: Segment 1 gave the proposed design an overall preference rating of
0.79, segment 2, 0.82 and segment 3 , 0.75. Thus, if designers were to proceed with these
design modifications, segment 2 would be the best market to target based on preferences
alone.
6.6 Predicting Market Share from the Probability of Purchase
It is not enough to simply assume customers choose to purchase products based solely on
their preferences. There are a number of other factors that we must include in the Virtual
Customer model to enhance the predictive capabilities of the software. The intent to
purchase probabilities included in the conjoint survey were used to calculate the Beta
coefficient used in logit model intended to evaluate probability of purchase. The question
prompted customers to rate the probability that they would buy two proposed projectors.
The projectors were described verbally on six attribute levels: image clarity, brightness,
table space, weight, bulblife, and cost (see Appendix 5). Because no other competing
products' were included in the evaluation, the logit model (equation 2) is reduced to only the
two projector scenarios used in the study (Projectors 1 and 2). We calculated the 0-
coefficients for each segment by linearizing the logit equation (equation 7) and regressing the
independent (utility values) and dependent (observed probability of purchase) values obtained
from the survey for each respondent within the segment:
LN (Li / (1 - Li)) = u * ( ,- uz) (7)
The data clouds for LN (Li / (1 - Li)) versus u * ( - u2) are represented in Figures 26-1A,
26-2A, 26-3A. As seen from the graphs, there is very poor linear correlation between the
dependent and independent values. The 0-coefficient to fit the data to a straight line were
calculated for each segment, however, the R2 value was approximately 0 for all data plots
indicating that there is nearly perfect noise. Figures 26-1B, 26-2B, 26-3B compare the plots of
the observed values to the plots of the calculated values. What we can conclude from this data
is that the determined logit model does not accurately predict customer purchase probabilities.
As a result, the calculated beta values to be used to predict the probability of purchase for each
segment were not integrated into the Virtual Customer model.
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Segment 1 data cloud for observed utility and probability of purchase.
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Figure 26-1B. Observed versus calculated values for Segment 1.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Opportunities for Improvement
7.1 Conclusions
Customer preferences combined with design specifications act as the building blocks for
new products. Because of this, it is important that all development team members have
direct access to extracted customer needs. This strategy elicits team buy-in and establishes a
communication line between the customers and the designers. "Without this emphasis on
direct experience, technical trade-offs are not likely to be made correctly, innovative
solutions to customer needs may never be discovered, and the development team may never
develop a deep commitment to meeting customer needs" [48]. Automated knowledge
sharing tools such as the Virtual Customer facilitate product design by providing details on
customer requirements and encouraging a collaborative design environment that allows
team members to view the entire product design process from a variety of perspectives. By
capturing customer tradeoffs and distributing this knowledge to other team members, the
Virtual Customer enhances engineers' and designers' understanding of customers' decision-
making strategies. This thesis introduced a framework that links customer preferences
directly to product design. The Virtual Customer program was modeled in DOME which
facilitates communication between functional teams by sharing information across
interfaces. Redesigning a multimedia projector allowed us to demonstrate the capabilities of
the software as well as identify possible improvements.
7.2 Opportunities for Improvement
The Virtual Customer attempts to resolve ineffective information propagation between
marketing and design. Although the software has been received favorably by potential
users, there are a number of possible extensions in the future.
7.2.1 Conjoint Survey
Even though the intent to purchase portion of the web based conjoint survey failed to pass
internal validity tests, we learned a lot from this study that can be used for future research.
Reduce the total number of attributes
The total set of attributes were reduced to 13, however, there still may have been too many
attributes for the customer to process. Therefore, for future surveys, analysts should
consider reducing the attribute set to 7 or 8. A good idea might be to do a conjoint analysis
among the primary needs and then conduct a more detailed conjoint study linking each
secondary need to its appropriate primary need.
Incorporate qualitative needs into stimulus descriptions
Another improvement to the survey design would be to include qualitative descriptions of
the product. Many of the attribute descriptions included in the tradeoff study were closer to
engineering characteristics rather than customer needs (i.e. 20 lbs. versus easy to carry).
Changing the attributes to qualitative statements may enhance customers' comprehension of
each tradeoff question and enrich the integrity of the results.
Increase the difficulty of the tradeoffs
It is important to note that the calculated relative importance values for a number of the
respondents increased exponentially with each proceeding tradeoff question. This may
indicate that a few of the tradeoffs were too easy to make causing the weights for some
attributes to increase exponentially. The experimental design could be improved by
strategically mating attributes so that when they are compared to other projector scenarios,
both offer attractive concepts making it more difficult for customers to overate one scenario.
Include visualizations
Distributing the conjoint survey on the web means that every question must be self-
explanatory. Ambiguity in the stimuli descriptions yields faulty responses. To assure that
there are no degrees of freedom in the interpretation of each question, researchers should
illustrate each projector concept with a visual. Visual stimuli more closely mimic the actual
purchase process and will aid customers in trading off different attributes.
7.2.2 Encapsulating Existing Marketing Software
Currently customer preference functions are integrated into the Virtual Customer segment
catalog by programming them into the MDL file. Because there are existing marketing
software programs that are capable of calculating preference functions, a DOME wrapper
could be defined in the MDL file which simply encapsulates a conjoint simulator into a
DOME module. Market interview web pages could be set up such that customers could
login a conjoint session, express their preferences for different profiles and publish their
results immediately to the Virtual Customer segment catalog. Designers could then
visualize changes concurrently as customers complete their conjoint surveys. The benefits
of this system are 1. an entire step has been deleted from the process (defining preference
functions in the Virtual Customer's MDL file) and 2. designers have direct interaction with
the customer. Another advantage includes customers ability to view their most preferred
design model at the end of their conjoint survey session. Rather than the development of
costly prototypes to illustrate product concepts, designers could simply optimize customer
satisfaction using the inputted customer preference values and return the three-dimensional
CAD model corresponding to the optimization. Customers could then be prompted to
enter whether they accept the elected design or wish to alter certain features that may be
undesired. As this example illustrates, the designer begins to engage in a real time
conversation with the customer. Perhaps, with new advances in rapid prototyping, the
customer's selections could be sent directly to automated manufacturing machines. The
ultimate "just in time" manufacturing scenario.
7.2.3 Exchange Rates
The volatile nature of currency exchange rates has always been of major concern to
internationally based companies. International segments within the current version of the
Virtual Customer model have static exchange rates built directly into the MDL file.
Fluctuating exchange rates could be integrated into the model by creating a wrapper that
links the Virtual Customer directly to a web page on international exchange rates.
Marketers could scale retail prices to incorporate changes in exchange rates for international
segments.
7.2.4 Web DOME
Another adaptation is to offer the Virtual Customer services on the web. The new version
of DOME, entitled Web DOME , will allow users to subscribe to the services of different
models that are published on the web. Thus, companies who are interested in the opinions
of certain customer segments could simply subscribe to the Virtual Customer model and
link to necessary nodes to receive desired services.
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Appendix 1
Conjoint Analysis Data Collection Methods
How important to you is it that a
multimedia projector....
Scale:
I =Not Important, 2=Moderately Important,
1. Is Easy to Carry?
2. Projects Quality Images?
3. Is Easy to Use?
4. Is Adaptable?
5. Is Reliable?
6. Is Compact?
7. Is Inexpensive?
Appendix 1-A. Self-explicated survey used to
Adapted from [49].
3=Important, 4=Very Important, 5=Extremely Important
1 2 3 4 5
[] [] [] [] []
[] [] [] [] []
[] [] [] [] []
[] [] [] [] []
[] [] [ ] [ ] []
[] [] [] [] []
[] [] [] [] []
elicit direct measures of importances.
Tradeoff Question
Given the following attributes, which projector do you most prefer?
Projector 1 Projector 2
Easy to Carry Easy to Use
Projects a High Quality Image Inexpensive
Prefer 1 Equal Prefer 2
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Appendix 1-B. Sample conjoint trade-off question used to evaluate customer
preferences for different product attributes.
Full-Profile Conjoint
Projector 1
Clear crisp image
Bright even with the lights on
Takes up as much space as a VCR
Weighs 20 lb.
1 Year Bulblife
$ 9,000
Projector 2
Clear crisp image
Bright only with the lights off
Takes up as much space as a laptop
Weighs 7 lb.
5 Year Bulblife
$15,000
Appendix 1-C. Full-profile conjoint
stimulus descriptions.
method with verbal and pictorial
Virtual Reality Conjoint Analysis
ResearchTriangleInstitut
Which cellular
phone do you
prefer?
Appendix 1-D. Virtual Reality Conjoint, Research Triangle Institute. The
product features for the two concepts are depicted in a virtual image.
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Appendix 2 The Voice of Industry
Understanding the Customer
* We need a model that shows effective distribution of customer importance i.e. if 80% are pleased, 20% may
be strongly displeased
* We want to know more than a VOC database, we want to know how these people think
* We need to know customer expectations in different countries
* We need to know why a customer wants what he/she wants
* We need customer requirements in laymen's terms
* We want a tool that will show us customers lifestyles and intentions
* We want a three-dimensional tool that will allow us to relive the marketing research experience
* We need one interpretation of what the customer said
* We need to know how customers will respond in different regions/markets
* We want a visual of the customer in his/her environment using the product
* We want to know what customer does with his/her product
* We need to know if we're on track with customer needs
* We need a better understanding of the popularity of certain features
* We want the little details on the customer that can often be helpful i.e. if the customer is active in sports then
how often/ when/ why
* We want to know what the hot colors are for customers between ages i.e. 20-30
* We need more customer needs information given when dealing with carryovers
* We want a tool that will bring up a menu, profile, and info on the customer
* We need customer prioritization
* We need a true statistical model of the customer
* We need to know 1. what a customer wants, 2. what he/she needs, 3. and what he/she can afford
* We need to know if the customer today is the same as he/she was yesterday
* We need to differentiate from a customer want and a customer need
* We want words of customers with images to describe these words/phrases
* We want info on the customer that pertains to our job
* We want a tool that includes film clips of customer focus groups
* We need a tool that will evaluate how a customer's response will change given a new environment
* We want to know how our product adds up based on the customer like/dislikes
* We want to align terms properly, we must speak the same language as the customer
* We need customer to guide us, not make every decision
* We need a tool that will follow-up with the customer
* We want to know what the customer wants in the future
* We need a better balance of tradeoffs between customer needs and cost
* We need a marketing expert around to keep group in line and give VOC perspective
Tool - User Interfaces
* We need a tool that will make engineers aware of parameters
* We need a tool that will remind the designer he is not designing for himself
* We need a tool that offers guidance when searching for customer info unlike the web
* We need a tool that will capture the engineers interest
* We need an artificial intelligence tool
* We want critical marketing info in one space and format
* We want a user friendly tool to find info on customer
* We want to just click on things to find the info we want
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* We need a standard tool
* We want a tool that when asked a question, it gives and answer based on research (i.e. data on star trek)
* We need a tool that can check human error
* We want a tool that will separate research of different vehicle lines and include demographics and research
clinic info on the web
* We want an intelligent tool that can interface with a variety of databases
Information Dissemination & Integration
* We need to make sure VOC data is not skewed by top level management influence
* We need a way to disseminate VOC info to other countries
* We need to be certain important info is downloaded to those who relay need it
* We need to know what to do with marketing research once it is propagated downstream
* We need a dynamic tool that will incorporate change in marketing research
* We need an integrated communication tool
* We need to know customer info upfront during strategy stage
* We need customer input only at tradeoff points
* We need to reinforce VOC throughout the life of the project
* We need to determine the point in design when we need to stop implementing the VOC and simply design
the product
* We need downstream info (i.e. manufacturing) before we can start our job
Information Structure
* We need information that is easy to interpret and determine what it is telling me
* We need to know just the key priorities, sometimes we are overwhelmed with information
* We need a tool that pulls in external or prior knowledge
* We need a tool that will synthesize versus simply analyze information
* We need a blend between subjective and objective data
Product Development Dynamics
* We don't want to make changes at the projects clear end when it is almost to market
* We need to react to late changes quickly
* We need to get products to market quickly because environment changes
* We need a tool that works on the whole vehicle not on the component level like QFD
Team Interaction
* We need team buy in on a product and how it satisfies the customer in the early stages of PD
* We need the ability to build a case to prove to management why certain changes are the way to go
* We need good communication with marketing group
* We need to be able to anticipate every designers/ engineers question
Benchmarking the Competition
* We want a database that will benchmark us against our competitors
* We want a database that will list competitors, the areas they are best in, and why
* We need a benchmark that will tell us what the competition is doing tomorrow
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Appendix 3
Model Definition Language (MDL)
DomeHeaders "/nfs/usersl/dome/include/gem"
Include "segfinal.cat"
Module "Engineering Attributes"//coming from Designer
// Light Engine Engineering Attributes
Variable "lumens"
Delta (1000}
Variable "Projection_Range"
Delta (20}
Variable "Pixel_densitypixel_m2"
Delta {10}
// Overall Engineering Attributes
Variable "Total_weight_lbs"
Delta {12}
Variable "Drop_Test_Endurance_Value"
Delta {3)
Variable "OverallNoiseLeveldb"
Delta {35}
//Lamp Engineering Attributes
Variable "lamp_life_hrs"
Delta {2000}
//Audio Attributes
Variable "Speaker_WattageW"
Delta {2}
RemoteModule "AssociateDDO"
"associate" "customerDDO" "cadlab6.mit.edu"
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UpdateFile "associateDDOUpdate"
Receive "receive Height"
Delta { 0 }
RefUpdateFunction "update_height"
Receive "receive Width"
Delta { 0 }
RefUpdateFunction "update_width"
Receive "receive Length"
Delta { 0 }
RefUpdateFunction "update_length"
Receive "receive lumens"
Delta { 0 }
RefUpdateFunction "update_lumens"
Receive "receive Projection_Range"
Delta { 0 }
RefUpdateFunction "update_Projection_Range"
Receive "receive Pixel_density_pixel"
Delta { 0 }
RefUpdateFunction "update_Pixel_density_pixel"
Receive "receive Total_weight"
Delta { 0 }
RefUpdateFunction "update_Total_weight"
Receive "receive Drop_Test_Endurance_Value"
Delta { 0 }
RefUpdateFunction "update_Endurance_Value"
Receive "receive OverallNoiseLevel"
Delta { 0 }
RefUpdateFunction "update_OverallNoise_Level"
Receive "receive lamp_life "
Delta { 0 }
RefUpdateFunction "update_lamp_life"
Receive "receive SpeakerWattage"
Delta { 0 }
RefUpdateFunction "update_SpeakerWattage"
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Send "send Overall Preference Value"
Delta { 0.0 1
OutRefCheckInFunction "checkIn_acceptability"
OutRefUpdateFunction "update_acceptability"
Dependency "acceptability"
ConnectedTo "Market Financial Model:Overall_PreferenceValue"
Send "send Sales Volume"
Delta { 0.0 }
OutRefCheckInFunction "checkInsalesvolume"
OutRefUpdateFunction "update_sales_volume"
Dependency "sales_volume"
ConnectedTo "Market Financial Model:SalesVolume"
Send "send Retail Price"
Delta { 0.0 }
OutRefCheckInFunction "checkIn_retail_price"
OutRefUpdateFunction "update_retailprice"
Dependency "retail_price"
ConnectedTo "Market Financial Model:Retail_Price"
Send "send Revenue"
Delta { 0.0 }
OutRefCheckInFunction "checkIn_revenue"
OutRefUpdateFunction "update_revenue"
Dependency "revenue"
ConnectedTo "Market Financial Model:Total_Expected_Revenue"
Module "Geometric Attributes"//coming from CAD
// Dimensions
Variable "Projector_Length_in"
Delta {15}
Variable "Projector_Width_in"
Delta {8}
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Variable "Projector_Height_in"
Delta (6)
//Calculated inside Virtual Customer
Module "Market_Size"
Variable "Forecast_Factor"
Delta (3)
SimVariable "Anticipated_Market_Size"
Dependency "Sample_Set"
Dependency "Forecast_Factor2"
DefineUpdateFunction "UpdateMarket"
(output = Sample_Set * Forecast_Factor2;)
Module "Competition Overall Preference Values"
Variable "InFocus"
Delta {.451
Variable "BoxLight"
Delta (.28)
Variable "Epson"
Delta {.331
Variable "Proxima"
Delta (.301
Module "Market Financial Model"
Variable "Cost"//info from Tom
Delta (6000}
SimVariable "Retail_Price"
Dependency "Cost2"
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Dependency "Mark_Up_Value2"
DefineUpdateFunction "UpdateRetailCost"
(output = Cost2 * Mark_Up_Value2;)
Variable "Mark_Up Value"
Delta {2}
SimVariable "Overall_PreferenceValue"//input to Tom
Dependency "Brightness_Rating"
Dependency "Brightness_Weight"
Dependency "Distance_from_Screen_Rating"
Dependency "DistanceWeight"
Dependency "Desired_Pixel Density_Rating"
Dependency "Pixel_Density_Weight"
Dependency "Projector_weightRating"
Dependency "ProjWeightWeight"
Dependency "Ruggedness_Rating"
Dependency "Ruggedness_Weight"
Dependency "Noise_Level_Rating"
Dependency "NoiseWeight"
Dependency "Life_of_LampRating"
Dependency "LamplifeWeight"
Dependency "Speaker_Wattage_Rating"
Dependency "Wattage_Weight"
Dependency "Length_Rating"
Dependency "Length_Weight"
Dependency "Width_Rating"
Dependency "WidthWeight"
Dependency "HeightRating"
Dependency "HeightWeight"
Dependency "Projector_Cost_Rating"
Dependency "Cost_Weight"
Dependency "Cool_Down_Rating"
Dependency "CoolDown Weight"
Dependency "Rental_Cost_Rating"
Dependency "RentalWeight"
DefineUpdateFunction "UpdateOverallPreference"
output = ((Brightness_Rating * BrightnessWeight) +
(Distance_from_Screen_Rating * Distance_Weight) +
(Desired_Pixel_Density_Rating * Pixel_DensityWeight) +
(Projector_weight_Rating * ProjWeight_Weight) + (Ruggedness_Rating *
Ruggedness_Weight) + (Noise_Level_Rating * Noise_Weight) +
(Life_of_LampRating * Lamplife_Weight) + (Speaker_Wattage_Rating *
Wattage_Weight) + (Length_Rating * Length_Weight) + (Width_Rating *
Width_Weight) + (Height_Rating * Height Weight) + (Projector_Cost_Rating *
CostWeight) + (Cool_Down_Rating * CoolDown_Weight) + (Rental_Cost_Rating
*
RentalWeight)) / (Brightness_Weight + Distance_Weight +
Pixel_Density_Weight + ProjWeightWeight + RuggednessWeight +
Noise_Weight + Lamplife_Weight + Wattage_Weight + Length_Weight +
Width_Weight + Height_Weight + CostWeight + CoolDown_Weight +
Rental_Weight);
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Specification "OverallPreference"
SegmentedAF (0 0 1 1 }
Criterion "OverallSatisfaction"
SimVariable "Overall Preference Value"
Specification "OverallPreference"
Lens "Preference"
Criterion "OverallSatisfaction"
Specification "Competition_Preference"
SegmentedAF {.25 0 .451 1 1 11
Criterion "Market_Positioning"
SimVariable "Overall Preference Value"
Specification "Competition_Preference"
Lens "Market Position"
Criterion "Market_Positioning"
CriterionValue "Market_PositioningRating"
Dependency "depMarket_Positioning_Rating"
(ConnectedTo "Market_Positioning")
Variable "Customer_Awareness_Percentage"
Delta {.97}
Variable "Product_Availability_Percentage"
Delta (.93}
SimVariable "Probability_of_Purchase"
Dependency "Overall_Preference Value2"
Dependency "Beta_Coefficient2"
Dependency "InFocus2"
Dependency "BoxLight2"
Dependency "Epson2"
Dependency "Proxima2"
Dependency "Customer_Awareness_Percentage2"
Dependency "Product_Availability_Percentage2"
DefineUpdateFunction "UpdateProbabilityofPurchase"
(output = (exp(Beta_Coefficient2 * Overall_Preference_Value2))/
(exp(Beta_Coefficient2 * Overall_PreferenceValue2) +
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exp(Beta_Coefficient2 * InFocus2) + exp(Beta_Coefficient2 *
BoxLight2) +exp(Beta_Coefficient2 * Epson2) +
exp(Beta_Coefficient2 * Proxima2))
*Customer_Awareness_Percentage2
*Product_Availability_Percentage2;
SimVariable "Sales_Volume"
Dependency "Probability_of_Purchase2"
Dependency "AnticipatedMarket_Size2"
DefineUpdateFunction "UpdateSalesVolume"
(output = Probability_of_Purchase2 * Anticipated_Market_Size2;)
SimVariable "Total_Expected_Revenue"//input To Designer
Dependency "Sales_Volume2"
Dependency "Projector_Cost"
DefineUpdateFunction "UpdateTotalExpectedRevenue"
(output = Sales_Volume2 * Projector_Cost;)
Module "Customer Engineering Attributes"
//**Items Received from Engineering Model**
//Customer Light Engine Attributes
Variable "Cool_Down_min"
Delta {1}
Variable "Rental_Cost"
Delta {550}
SimVariable "Brightness"
Dependency "lumens"
DefineUpdateFunction "Bright"
(output= lumens;)
SimVariable "Distance_from_Screen_ft"
Dependency "Projection_Range"
DefineUpdateFunction "DistancefromScreen"
(output= Projection_Range;)
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SimVariable "Desired_Pixel Density"
Dependency "Pixel_density_pixel_m2"
DefineUpdateFunction "DesiredPixelDensity"
(output= Pixel_density_pixel m2;)
// Customer Overall Attributes
SimVariable "Projectorweight_lbs"
Dependency "Total_weight_lbs"
DefineUpdateFunction "Projectorweight"
(output= Totalweight_lbs;)
SimVariable "Ruggedness"
Dependency "Drop_Test_Endurance_Value"
DefineUpdateFunction "Rugged"
(output= DropTest EnduranceValue;)
SimVariable "Noise_Leveldb"
Dependency "Overall_Noise_Level_db"
DefineUpdateFunction "NoiseLevel"
(output= Overall_Noise_Level_db;)
// Customer Lamp Attributes
SimVariable "Life_ofLamphrs"
Dependency "lamp life_hrs"
DefineUpdateFunction "LifeofLamp"
(output= lamp_life hrs;)
// Customer Audio Attributes
SimVariable "SpeakerWattage_W"
Dependency "Speaker_Wattage W"
DefineUpdateFunction "SpeakerWattage"
(output= Speaker_WattageW;)
Module "Customer Geometric Attributes"
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//**Items Received from Geometry Model**
// Customer Dimension Requirements
SimVariable "Length_in"
Dependency "Projector_Lengthin"
DefineUpdateFunction "Lengthl"
(output= Projector_Length_in;)
SimVariable "Width in"
Dependency "Projector_Width_in"
DefineUpdateFunction "Widthl"
(output= Projector_Width_in;)
SimVariable "Height_in"
Dependency "Projector_Heightin"
DefineUpdateFunction "Heightl"
(output= Projector_Height_in;)
Design "Virtual Customer"
Module "Engineering Attributes"="Engineering Attributes"()
Module "Geometric Attributes"="Geometric Attributes"()
Module "Customer Engineering Attributes"= "Customer Engineering
Attributes" ()
Module "Customer Geometric Attributes"="Customer Geometric
Attributes" ()
Catalog "Segment Preference Model" = Catalog "Segment Preference
Model" ()
Module "Market_Size" = "MarketSize" ()
Module "Competition Overall Preference Values" = "Competition Overall
Preference Values"()
Module "Market Financial Model" = "Market Financial Model" ()
RemoteModule "Designer"="AssociateDDO"()
Map "Customer Engineering Attributes", "Designer"
"lumens", "receive lumens"
"Projection_Range" , "receive Projection_Range"
"Pixel_density_pixel_m2" , "receive Pixel_density_pixel"
"Total_weight_1bs", "receive Totalweight"
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"Drop_Test_Endurance_Value", "receive
Drop_Test_Endurance_Value"
"Overall_Noise_Level_db", "receive Overall_NoiseLevel"
"lamp_life_hrs", "receive lamp_life "
"Speaker_WattageW", "receive Speaker_Wattage"
Map "Customer Geometric Attributes" , "Designer"
"ProjectorLengthin", "receive Length"
"ProjectorWidth_in", "receive Width"
"Projector_Height_in" , "receive Height"
Map "Customer Engineering Attributes" , "Segment Preference Model"
"Brightness" , "Brightness"
"DistancefromScreen ft" , "DistancefromScreenft"
"Desired_PixelDensity", "Desired_Pixel_Density"
"Projector_weight_lbs" , "Projector_weight_1bs"
"Ruggedness" , "Ruggedness"
"Noise_Leveldb", "Noise_Level_db"
"Life_of_Lamp_hrs" , "Life_of_Lamp_hrs"
"SpeakerWattage_W" , "SpeakerWattage_W"
"CoolDownmin" , "Cool Down min"
"Rental_Cost" , "Rental_Cost"
Map "Customer Geometric Attributes", "Segment Preference Model"
"Length_in" , "Length_in"
"Width_in" , "Width_in"
"Height_in" , "Height_in"
Map "Market Financial Model", "Segment Preference Model"
"Retail_Price", "Retail_Price"
"Projector_Cost" , "Projector_Cost"
"Brightness_Rating" , "Brightness_Rating"
"Brightness_Weight" , "Brightness_Weight"
"Distance_from_Screen_Rating" , "Distance_from_Screen_Rating"
"Distance_Weight" , "Distance_Weight"
"Desired_Pixel_Density_Rating" , "Desired_Pixel Density_Rating"
"Pixel_DensityWeight" , "Pixel_DensityWeight"
"Projector_weight_Rating" , "Projectorweight_Rating"
"ProjWeight_Weight" , "ProjWeight_Weight"
"RuggednessRating" , "Ruggedness_Rating"
"Ruggedness_Weight" , "Ruggedness_Weight"
"Noise_LevelRating" , "Noise_Level Rating"
"NoiseWeight" , "NoiseWeight"
"Life_of_LampRating" , "Life_of_Lamp_Rating"
"Lamplife_Weight" , "Lamplife_Weight"
"Speaker_Wattage_Rating" , "SpeakerWattageRating"
"Wattage_Weight" , "Wattage_Weight"
"Length_Rating" , "Length_Rating"
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"Length Weight" , "Length_Weight"
"Width_Rating", "Width_Rating"
"Width_Weight" , "Width_Weight"
"Height_Rating" , "Height_Rating"
"Height_Weight" , "Height_Weight"
"Projector_Cost_Rating" , "Projector_Cost_Rating"
"Cost_Weight" ", Cost_Weight"
"Cool_DownRating" , "Cool_Down_Rating"
"CoolDownWeight" , "CoolDown_Weight"
"Rental_Cost_Rating" , "Rental_Cost_Rating"
"Rental_Weight" , "Rental_Weight"
"BetaCoefficient2" , "BetaCoefficent"
Map "Market Financial Model" , "Market_Size"
"Anticipated_Market_Size2" , "Anticipated_Market_Size"
"Probability_of_Purchase2", "Probability_of_Purchase"
Map "Market Financial Model"
"InFocus2" , "InFocus"
"BoxLight2" , "BoxLight"
"Epson2" , "Epson"
"Proxima2" , "Proxima"
Map "Market Financial Model"
"Competition Overall Preference Values"
"Market Financial Model"
"OverallPreferenceValue2" , "OverallPreference_Value"
"Customer_Awareness_Percentage2"
"Customer_Awareness_Percentage"
"Product_Availability_Percentage2"
"Product_Availability_Percentage"
"Probability_of_Purchase2" , "Probability_of_Purchase"
"SalesVolume2" , "SalesVolume"
"Cost2" , "Cost"
"Mark_Up_Value2" , "Mark_Up_Value"
Map "Market_Size" "Segment Preference Model"
"Sample_Set" , "Sample_Set"
Map "Market_Size" , Map "Market_Size"
"ForecastFactor" , "Forecast_Factor2"
"Segment Preference Model"
"Length_Rating"
"Length_Weight"
"Width_Rating"
"Width_Weight"
"Segment Preference Model"
, "Length_Rating2"
, "LengthWeight2"
"Width_Rating2"
"Width_Weight2"
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Map
"Height_Rating" , "Height_Rating2"
"Height_Weight" , "HeightWeight2"
"Projector_weight_Rating" , "Projector_weight_Rating2"
"ProjWeight_Weight" , "ProjWeight_Weight2"
"Desired_Pixel Density_Rating" ,
"Desired_Pixel_Density_Rating2"
"Pixel_Density_Weight" , "Pixel_Density_Weight2"
"BrightnessRating" , "Brightness_Rating2"
"Brightness_Weight" , "Brightness_Weight2"
"Speaker_Wattage_Rating" , "Speaker_Wattage_Rating2"
"Wattage_Weight" , "Wattage_Weight2"
"Noise_LevelRating" , "Noise_LevelRating2"
"Noise_Weight" , "Noise_Weight2"
"Life_of_Lamp_Rating" , "Life_of_LampRating2"
"Lamplife_Weight" , "Lamplife_Weight2"
"RuggednessRating" , "Ruggedness_Rating2"
"Ruggedness_Weight" , "Ruggedness_Weight2"
"Distance_from_Screen_Rating" , "Distance_from_Screen_Rating2"
"Distance_Weight" , "Distance_Weight2"
"Cool_Down_Rating" , "Cool_Down_Rating2"
"CoolDown_Weight" , "CoolDownWeight2"
"Projector_Cost_Rating" , "Projector_Cost_Rating2"
"CostWeight" , "Cost_Weight2"
"Rental_Cost Rating" , "Rental_Cost Rating2"
"Rental_Weight" , "Rental_Weight2"
//segfinal.cat
//Defining the Segment Preference Catalog
Module "Segment 2"
( Variable "Sample_Set"
Delta {200}
Variable "Beta_Coefficent"
Delta {2}
SimVariable "Distance_from_Screen"
Dependency "Distance_from_Screen_ft"
DefineUpdateFunction "DistancefromScreen2"
(output = Distance_from_Screen_ft;)
Specification "Distance_from_Screen_Preference"
SegmentedAF (10 0 30 1 1000 1}
Criterion "Distance fromScreen Satisfaction"
SimVariable "DistancefromScreen"
Specification "Distance_from_Screen_Preference"
CriterionValue "Distance_from_Screen_Rating"
Dependency "depDistance_from_ScreenRating"
(ConnectedTo "Distance_from_Screen_Satisfaction")
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Variable "Distance_Weight"
Delta {.026}
SimVariable "Length"
Dependency "Length_in"
DefineUpdateFunction "UpdateLength"
(output = Length_in;)
Specification "Length_Preference"
SegmentedAF {0O 1 .3 1 .4 1 .7 0}
Criterion "Length_Satisfaction"
SimVariable "Length"
Specification "Length_Preference"
CriterionValue "Length_Rating"
Dependency "depLength_Rating"
(ConnectedTo "LengthSatisfaction")
Variable "Length_Weight"
Delta {.034}
SimVariable "Width"
Dependency "Width_in"
DefineUpdateFunction "UpdateWidth2"
(output = Width_in;)
Specification "Width_Preference"
SegmentedAF {0 1 1 1 1.2 1 2 0}
Criterion "WidthSatisfaction"
SimVariable "Width"
Specification "Width_Preference"
CriterionValue "Width_Rating"
Dependency "depWidth_Rating"
(ConnectedTo "Width_Satisfaction")
Variable "WidthWeight"
Delta {.034}
SimVariable "Projector_Cost"
Dependency "Retail_Price"
DefineUpdateFunction "UpdateCostsA"
(output = Retail_Price;)
Specification "Projector_Cost_Preference"
SegmentedAF {0 1 9000 1 15000 0}
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Criterion "Projector_Cost_Satisfaction"
SimVariable "Projector_Cost"
Specification "Projector_Cost_Preference"
CriterionValue "Projector_Cost_Rating"
Dependency "depProjector_Cost_Rating"
(ConnectedTo "Projector_Cost_Satisfaction")
Variable "Cost_Weight"
Delta {.061
SimVariable "Desired_PixelDensity2"
Dependency "Desired_Pixel_Density"
DefineUpdateFunction "Desired_PixelDensity2"
(output = Desired_PixelDensity;)
Specification "Desired_PixelDensityPreference"
SegmentedAF {3 0 6 1 15 11
Criterion "Desired_PixelDensity_Satisfaction"
SimVariable "Desired_Pixel_Density2"
Specification "Desired_Pixel_Density_Preference"
CriterionValue "Desired_PixelDensity_Rating"
Dependency "depDesired_DensityRating"
(ConnectedTo "Desired_Pixel Density_Satisfaction")
Variable "Pixel_Density_Weight"
Delta {.1}
SimVariable "Brightness2"
Dependency "Brightness"
DefineUpdateFunction "UpdateBrightness2"
(output = Brightness;)
Specification "Brightness_Preference"
SegmentedAF {0 0 500 0 1000 1 2000 11
Criterion "Brightness_Satisfaction"
SimVariable "Brightness2"
Specification "Brightness_Preference"
CriterionValue "Brightness_Rating"
Dependency "depBrightness_Rating"
(ConnectedTo "Brightness_Satisfaction")
Variable "Brightness_Weight"
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Delta {.06}
SimVariable "Speaker_Wattage"
Dependency "SpeakerWattage_W"
DefineUpdateFunction "UpdateSpeakerWattage2"
(output = SpeakerWattage_W;)
Specification "Speaker_Wattage_Preference"
SegmentedAF {1 0 5 1 20 1}
Criterion "Speaker_Wattage_Satisfaction"
SimVariable "Speaker_Wattage"
Specification "Speaker_Wattage_Preference"
CriterionValue "Speaker_Wattage_Rating"
Dependency "depSpeaker_Wattage_Rating"
(ConnectedTo "Speaker_Wattage_Satisfaction")
Variable "Wattage_Weight"
Delta {.09}
SimVariable "Ruggedness2"
Dependency "Ruggedness"
DefineUpdateFunction "UpdateRuggedness2"
(output = Ruggedness;)
Specification "Ruggedness_Preference"
SegmentedAF {2 0 3.5 1 15 1}
Criterion "Ruggedness_Satisfaction"
SimVariable "Ruggedness2"
Specification "Ruggedness_Preference"
CriterionValue "Ruggedness_Rating"
Dependency "depRuggedness_Rating"
(ConnectedTo "RuggednessSatisfaction")
Variable "Ruggedness_Weight"
Delta {.09}
SimVariable "Projector_weight"
Dependency "Projector_weight_bs"
DefineUpdateFunction "UpdateProjectorweight2"
(output = Projector_weight_1bs;)
Specification "Projectorweight_Preference"
SegmentedAF {7 1 8.5 1 14 1 20 0}
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Criterion "Projector weightSatisfaction"
SimVariable "Projectorweight"
Specification "Projector_weight_Preference"
CriterionValue "Projector_weight Rating"
Dependency "depProjector_weightRating"
(ConnectedTo "Projectorweight_Satisfaction")
Variable "ProjWeight_Weight"
Delta {.21}
SimVariable "Noise_Level"
Dependency "Noise_Level_db"
DefineUpdateFunction "UpdateNoiseLevel"
(output = Noise_Leveldb;)
Specification "Noise_Level_Preference"
SegmentedAF {0 1 10 0}
Criterion "Noise LevelSatisfaction"
SimVariable "NoiseLevel"
Specification "Noise_Level_Preference"
CriterionValue "Noise_Level Rating"
Dependency "depNoise_LevelRating"
(ConnectedTo "Noise_Level_Satisfaction")
Variable "Noise_Weight"
Delta {.31}
SimVariable "CoolDown"
Dependency "Cool_Down_min"
DefineUpdateFunction "UpdateCoolDown"
(output = Cool_Down_min;)
Specification "Cool_Down_Preference"
SegmentedAF {0 1 5 0}
Criterion "CoolDownSatisfaction"
SimVariable "CoolDown"
Specification "Cool_Down_Preference"
CriterionValue "Cool_Down_Rating"
Dependency "depCool_Down_Rating"
(ConnectedTo "Cool_Down_Satisfaction")
Variable "CoolDown_Weight"
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Delta {.21}
SimVariable "RentalCostl"
Dependency "Rental_Cost"
DefineUpdateFunction "UpdateRentalCost"
(output = Rental_Cost;)
Specification "Rental_Cost_Preference"
SegmentedAF {0 1 500 1 800 0}
Criterion "Rental_Cost_Satisfaction"
SimVariable "RentalCostl"
Specification "Rental_Cost_Preference"
CriterionValue "Rental_Cost_Rating"
Dependency "depCool_Down_Rating"
(ConnectedTo "Rental_Cost_Satisfaction")
Variable "Rental Weight"
Delta {.57}
SimVariable "Height"
Dependency "Height_in"
DefineUpdateFunction "UpdateHeight2"
(output = Height_in;)
Specification "Height_Preference"
SegmentedAF {0 1 .333 1 .75 0}
Criterion "Height_Satisfaction"
SimVariable "Height"
Specification "Height_Preference"
CriterionValue "Height_Rating"
Dependency "depHeight_Rating"
(ConnectedTo "Height_Satisfaction")
Variable "Height_Weight"
Delta {.57}
SimVariable "Life_of_Lamp"
Dependency "Life_of_Lamp_hrs"
DefineUpdateFunction "UpdateLifeofLamp"
(output = Life_of_Lamp_hrs;)
Specification "Life_of_LampPreference"
SegmentedAF {200 0 1000 1 5000 1}
Criterion "Life_of_Lamp_Satisfaction"
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SimVariable "Life_of_Lamp"
Specification "Lifeof_Lamp_Preference"
CriterionValue "Life_of_Lamp_Rating"
Dependency "depRatingLife_of Lamp"
(ConnectedTo "Life_of_LampSatisfaction")
Variable "Lamplife_Weight"
Delta (.63}
SimVariable "Portabilityl"
Dependency "Length_Rating2"
Dependency "Length_Weight2"
Dependency "Width_Rating2"
Dependency "Width_Weight2"
Dependency "HeightRating2"
Dependency "HeightWeight2"
Dependency "Projector_weightRating2"
Dependency "ProjWeightWeight2"
DefineUpdateFunction "UpdatePortability"
output = (((LengthRating2 * Length_Weight2)
+(Width_Rating2 * Width_Weight2) +
(HeightRating2 * Height_Weight2) +
(Projector_weightRating2 *
ProjWeight_Weight2))/(Length_Weight2 +Width_Weight2 +
HeightWeight2 + ProjWeightWeight2));
Specification "Portability2"
SegmentedAF {0 0 1 1 }
Criterion "Portable"
SimVariable "Portabilityl"
Specification "Portability2"
Lens "Portability"
Criterion "Portable"
SimVariable "ImageQuality"
( Dependency "Desired_Pixel_Density_Rating2"
Dependency "Pixel_Density_Weight2"
Dependency "Brightness_Rating2"
Dependency "Brightness_Weight2"
DefineUpdateFunction "UpdateImageQuality"
output = (((Desired_Pixel_Density_Rating2 *
Pixel_Density_Weight2) + (Brightness_Rating2 *
BrightnessWeight2))/(PixelDensity_Weight2 +
Brightness_Weight2));
Specification "Image_Quality"
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SegmentedAF (0 0 1 1 1
Criterion "QualityImage"
SimVariable "ImageQuality"
Specification "ImageQuality"
Lens "Image Quality"
Criterion "QualityImage"
SimVariable "SoundQuality"
( Dependency "Speaker_WattageRating2"
Dependency "WattageWeight2"
Dependency "Noise_Level_Rating2"
Dependency "Noise_Weight2"
DefineUpdateFunction "UpdateSoundQuality"
output = (((Speaker_WattageRating2 *
WattageWeight2)+(NoiseLevel_ Rating2*Noise_Weight2))/
(Wattage_Weight2 + Noise_Weight2));
Specification "Sound_Quality"
SegmentedAF {0 0 1 1 }
Criterion "QualitySound"
SimVariable "SoundQuality"
Specification "SoundQuality"
Lens "Sound Quality"
Criterion "QualitySound"
SimVariable "Reliabilityl"
( Dependency "Life_of_Lamp_Rating2"
Dependency "LamplifeWeight2"
Dependency "Ruggedness_Rating2"
Dependency "Ruggedness_Weight2"
DefineUpdateFunction "UpdateReliabilityl"
output = (((Life_of_Lamp_Rating2 *
LamplifeWeight2) + (Ruggedness_Rating2 *
Ruggedness_Weight2))/(LamplifeWeight2 +
Ruggedness_Weight2));
Specification "Reliability2"
SegmentedAF {0 0 1 1 }
Criterion "Reliable"
SimVariable "Reliabilityl"
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Specification "Reliability2"
Lens "Reliability"
Criterion "Reliable"
SimVariable "EaseofUse"
( Dependency "Distance_from_Screen_Rating2"
Dependency "DistanceWeight2"
Dependency "Cool_Down_Rating2"
Dependency "CoolDownWeight2"
DefineUpdateFunction "UpdateEaseofUse"
(output = (((Distance_from_Screen_Rating2 *
Distance_Weight2)+ (Cool_Down_Rating2*
CoolDown_Weight2))/(Distance_Weight2 +
CoolDown_Weight2));
Specification "Ease_of_Use"
SegmentedAF {0 0 1 1 }
Criterion "Easy_to_Use"
SimVariable "EaseofUse"
Specification "Ease_of_Use"
Lens "Ease of Use"
Criterion "Easy_toUse"
SimVariable "Cost2"
( Dependency "Projector_Cost_Rating2"
Dependency "Cost_Weight2"
Dependency "Rental_Cost_Rating2"
Dependency "Rental_Weight2"
DefineUpdateFunction "UpdateCost"
( output = (((Projector_Cost_Rating2 *
CostWeight2)+ (Rental_Cost_Rating2 *
RentalWeight2))/(Cost_Weight2 + Rental_Weight2));
Specification "Cost3"
SegmentedAF {0 0 1 1 }
Criterion "Costs"
SimVariable "Cost2"
Specification "Cost3"
Lens "Cost"
Criterion "Costs"
Catalog "Segment Preference Model"
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Module "Segment 2"()
"Sample_Set" , "Sample_Set"
"BetaCoefficent" , "BetaCoefficent"
"BrightnessWeight" , "Brightness_Weight"
"Distance_Weight" , "Distance_Weight"
"Pixel_Density_Weight" , "PixelDensity_Weight"
"ProjWeightWeight" , "ProjWeight_Weight"
"RuggednessWeight" , "Ruggedness_Weight"
"Noise_Weight" , "NoiseWeight"
"Lamplife_Weight" , "Lamplife_Weight"
"Wattage_Weight" , "Wattage_Weight"
"LengthWeight" , "Length_Weight"
"Width_Weight" , "Width_Weight"
"Height_Weight" , "HeightWeight"
"CostWeight" , "Cost_Weight"
"CoolDown_Weight" , "CoolDownWeight"
"Rental_Weight" , "Rental_Weight"
"Brightness2", "Brightness2"
"Brightness", "Brightness"
"Distance_from_Screen", "Distance_from_Screen"
"Distance from Screen_ft", "Distance from Screen ft"
"Desired_Pixel_Density2" , "Desired_Pixel_Density2"
"Desired_Pixel_Density" , "Desired_Pixel_Density"
"Projector_weight", "Projector_weight"
"Projector_weight_lbs", "Projectorweight_lbs"
"Ruggedness2", "Ruggedness2"
"Ruggedness", "Ruggedness"
"Noise_Level", "Noise_Level"
"Noise_Level_db", "NoiseLeveldb"
"Lifeof_Lamp", "Life_of_Lamp"
"Life_of_Lamp_hrs", "Life_of_Lamp_hrs"
"Speaker_Wattage", "Speaker_Wattage"
"SpeakerWattage_W", "SpeakerWattageW"
"Length","Length"
"Length_in", "Length_in"
"Width", "Width"
"Width_in", "Width_in"
"Height", "Height"
"Height_in", "Height_in"
"Projector_Cost", "ProjectorCost"
"Retail_Price" , "Retail_Price"
"Rental_Costl" , "Rental_Costl"
"Rental Cost" , "RentalCost"
"CoolDown" , "Cool_Down"
"Cool Downmin" , "CoolDownmin"
"BrightnessRating" , "Brightness_Rating"
"Distance_from_Screen_Rating"
"Distance_from_Screen_Rating"
"Desired_Pixel_Density_Rating"
"Desired_Pixel_Density_Rating"
"Cool_DownRating" , "Cool_Down_Rating"
"ProjectorweightRating" , "Projector_weight Rating"
"RuggednessRating" , "Ruggedness_Rating"
"Noise_Level_Rating" , "Noise_Level Rating"
"Life_of_Lamp_Rating" , "Life_of_Lamp_Rating"
"Speaker_Wattage_Rating" , "SpeakerWattage_Rating"
"Length_Rating" , "Length_Rating"
"Width_Rating" , "Width_Rating"
"Height_Rating" , "Height_Rating"
"Rental_CostRating" , "Rental_CostRating"
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"Projector_Cost_Rating" , "Projector_Cost_Rating"
"Portabilityl" , "Portabilityl"
"Length_Rating2" , "Length_Rating2"
"Length_Weight2" , "Length_Weight2"
"Width_Rating2" , "Width_Rating2"
"Width_Weight2" , "Width_Weight2"
"Height_Rating2" , "HeightRating2"
"Height_Weight2" , "Height_Weight2"
"Projector_weight_Rating2" , "Projector_weightRating2"
"ProjWeightWeight2" , "ProjWeightWeight2"
"ImageQuality" , "ImageQuality"
"Desired_PixelDensity_Rating2" ,
"Desired_PixelDensity_Rating2"
"Pixel_Density_Weight2" , "PixelDensity_Weight2"
"Brightness_Rating2" , "Brightness_Rating2"
"Brightness_Weight2" , "Brightness_Weight2"
"SoundQuality" , "SoundQuality"
"Speaker_WattageRating2" , "SpeakerWattage Rating2"
"Wattage_Weight2", "Wattage_Weight2"
"Noise_Level_Rating2" , "Noise_LevelRating2"
"Noise_Weight2" , "Noise_Weight2"
"Reliabilityl" , "Reliabilityl"
"Life_of_LampRating2" , "Life_of_Lamp_Rating2"
"Lamplife_Weight2" , "Lamplife_Weight2"
"Ruggedness_Rating2" , "Ruggedness_Rating2"
"Ruggedness_Weight2" , "Ruggedness_Weight2"
"EaseofUse" , "EaseofUse"
"Distance_from_ScreenRating2"
"Distance_from_ScreenRating2"
"Distance_Weight2" , "Distance_Weight2"
"Cool_Down_Rating2" , "Cool_Down_Rating2"
"CoolDown_Weight2" , "CoolDown_Weight2"
"Cost2" , "Cost2"
"Projector_Cost_Rating2" , "Projector_Cost_Rating2"
"Cost Weight2" , "CostWeight2"
"Rental_CostRating2" , "Rental_CostRating2"
"RentalWeight2" , "Rental_Weight2"
//All other segments were defined in this manner
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Appendix 4 House of Quality for a Multimedia
Projector
Appendix 4-A Customer Requirements Versus Engineering Characteristics
Engineering Characteristics
Portability Comfortable Shape
Easy to Carry
Takes up little table
space
Not Bulky
Projects Quality
Image
Image Quality
Bright
Vibrant and Crisp
Colors
Uniform Image
Square Image
Adjustable Image
Image Viewable by
Audience
Clear Crisp Image
itySound ClearSound
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Engineering Characteristics (continued)
Starts when want it t 1
start
Rugged
Long-Lasting BulbsGentle on Surfaces
Easy to Operate
Quiet
Can Use Anywhere
in the Room
Clear Connections
Clear\lntuititive
Buttons
Clear Instructions
Easy to Undo
Unwanted Operation
Quick Cool Down
Time
Easy to Focus
Bulbs Last
Easy to Set-up
Easy Bulb Changing
Easy to Press Buttons
Easy to Clean Bulbs
Adapts to Different
Adaptable Elec connections
Use With Different
Comp Platforms
Affordable Cost
Ilrr1 I I I 111111r
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Reliability
Ease of Use
Inexpensive
Good
Appearance Attractive Appearanc
.
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Engineering Characteristics (continued)
Portability Comfortable Shape
Easy to Carry
Takes up little table
space
Compact Not Bulky
Projects Quality Image
Bright
Vibrant and Crisp
Colors
Uniform Image
Square Image
Image Quality Adjustable Image
Image Viewable by
Audience
Clear Crisp Image
Quality Sound Clear Sound
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Engineering Characteristics (continued)
Starts when want it to
start
Rugged
Long-Lasting Bulbs
Gentle on Surfaces
jEasy to Operate
Quiet
Can Use Anywhere in
the Room
Clear Connections
Clear\Intuititive
Buttons
Clear Instructions
Easy to Undo
Unwanted Operations
Quick Cool Down
Time
Easy to Focus
Bulbs Last I
Easy to Set-up I
Easy Bulb Changing I-
Easy to Press Buttons
_Easy to Clean Bulbs
Adapts to Different
Elec connections
Use With DifferentComp Platforms
Affordable Cost I I
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Reliability
Ease of Use
Adaptable
Inexpensive
Good
Appearance Attractive Appearance
M
En.. .. ;
Portability Comfortable Shape
Easy to Carry
Takes up little table space
Compact Not Bulky
Projects Quality Image
Bright
Image Quality Vibrant and Crisp Colors
Uniform Image
Square Image
Adjustable Image
Image Viewable by Audience
Clear Crisp Image
Quality Sound Clear Sound
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Enaineerina haracteristics (continued)
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Engineering Characteristics (continued)
Reliability Starts when want it to start
Rugged
Long-Lasting Bulbs
Gentle on Surfaces
Easy to Operate
Quiet
Can Use Anywhere in the Room
Clear Connections
Ease of Use Clear\Intuititive Buttons
Clear Instructions
Easy to Undo Unwanted Operations
Quick Cool Down Time
Easy to Focus
Bulbs Last
Easy to Set-up
Easy Bulb Changing
Easy to Press Buttons
Easy to Clean Bulbs
Adaptable Adapts to Different Elec connections
Use With Different Comp Platforms
Inexpensive Affordable Cost
Good
Appearance Attractive Appearance
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Appendix 4-B Engineering Characteristic Versus Design Attributes
Minimized Length,
Width, Height Values
Footprint Size
Projector Weight
Center of Gravity
Surface Roughness
Internal Material
Strength
External Material I
Strength
Contrast Ratio
Projection Distance
Keystone Correction
Image Uniformity
Tilt Angle
Resolution
Active Viewing Area
Aspect Ratio
Fall Time
Refresh Rate
Bandwidth
Drop Test Value
Cable Configuration
Remote Control Range
Rise Time
Set-Up Variables
Focus Value
Bulb Cool Down Time
Force to Compress
Buttons
Design Attributes
0 0CU d; .ei 5IsolIIo~~2 ME ep ,o - 0 E0 0 0 esU ~ 1U -iiniU-U
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Total Cost
Pixel Size
Optical Distortion
Control
Light Efficiency
Lumens Value
Image Sharpness
Optical Efficiency
Magnification Value
Color Performance
Power Value
Heat Generation Value
Number of Control
Options
Lamp Life
Decibel Level of Noise
Emitted
Effectiveness of
Presentation Capability
Acoustic Values
Speaker Wattage
GUI- User Interface
Response Time
SII I I I ZZI
III
I I I I I I IIIIII4I4-----I--- I I I I11 1
I I
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Appendix 5
Web-based Conjoint Survey for Multimedia
Projectors
The purpose of this survey is to understand how you rate different features of a
multimedia projector. Multimedia projectors are used to project an input image from a
computer onto a screen. Often these projectors are used for corporate or academic
presentations. They may also be used for entertainment purposes, such as displaying
video images (i.e. movies).
There are a number of features to consider when purchasing a multimedia projector.
The importance of each feature is dependent on what you value as a customer. If you
travel often with your projector, you may be concerned with portability. Other
important considerations are the price of a projector or the quality of the image.
Directions:
Below you will find a series of tradeoff questions. Each tradeoff question includes a two
feature description of two different projectors, Projectors 1 and 2. For each tradeoff
question, you are to allocate 10 points between the two projectors. Indicate in the boxes
provided how many of the 10 points you would divide up between Projector 1 and
Projector 2. You can divide the points any way you like to demonstrate your preference
for one projector over the other. But please note that the total for each tradeoff question
should equal 10.
Example Tradeoff Question:
Projector 1 Projector 2
7 lbs. 20 lbs.
Projects slightly fuzzy images Projects clear images
Look at the point system as a ratio based on your preferences. The ratio represents how
much more you value one projector over the other. The example indicates that your
preference for Projector 1 is 4 times your preference for Projector 2.
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Feature Preferences
Projector 1
Can project a max of 30ft.
As much table space as a VCR
See Appendix 5-A for a visual
Projector 1
As much table space as a VCR
$9,000 retail price L
See Appendix 5-B for a visual
Projector 1
$9,000 retail price [
Projects a slightly fuzzy image
See Appendix 5-C for a visual
Projector 1
Projects a slightly fuzzy image
Bright even with room lights on
Projector 1
Bright even with room lights on
Speaker sounds like a low quality radio
/
/
I
I
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p.'
/1
/
II
II
I I
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Projector 2
Can project a max of 10ft.
As much table space as a laptop
Projector 2
As much table space as a laptop
$15,000 retail price
Projector 2
$15,000 retail price
Projects a clear crisp image
Projector 2
Projects a clear crisp image
Bright only with room lights off
Projector 2
Bright only with room lights off
Speaker sounds like a high quality stereo
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Projector 1
Speaker sounds like a low quality radio
Can drop off a table top without
damage (3ft)
Projector 1
Can drop off a tabletop without
damage (3ft)
20 lbs
Projector 2
Speaker sounds like a high quality stereo
Can drop while carrying it without
damage (2ft)
Projector 2
Can drop while carrying it without
damage (2ft)
7 lbs
Projector 1
20 lbs
makes no noise
/D
Projector 2
71bs
makes an audible noise
Projector 1
Makes no noise
Cools down within 5
minutes of shut off
Projector 1
Cools down within 5
minutes of shut off
LED
/II
Projector 2
Makes an audible noise
Cools down immediately
after shut off
Projector 2
Cools down immediately
after shut off
$500/day rental
Projector 1
$500/day rental
9 inches tall
See Appendix 5-D for a visual
DD
$800/day rental
Projector 2
$800/day rental
4 inches tall
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0/0
Projector 1
4 inches tall
Projector 2
IBulb life: 1 year IJ 9 inches tallBulb life: 5 years
Intent to Purchase
The following question is to determine your purchase intent for two different projectors.
Assume that Projectors 1 and 2 are currently available on the market. Given the feature
description for both projectors, indicate the probability that you would purchase the
projector.
Projector 1
Clear Crisp Image
Bright only with lights off
Takes up as much table space as a laptop
71bs
Bulb life: 1 year
$15,000
Certain (99 in 100)
Almost sure (9 in 10)
Very probable (8 in 10)
Probable (7 in 10)
Good possibility (6 inlO)
Fairly good possibility (5 in 10)
Fair possibility (4 inl0)
Some possibility (3 in 10)
Slight possibility (2 in 10)
Very slight possibility (1 in 10)
No chance, almost no chance (1 in 100)
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Projector 2
Slightly fuzzy image
Bright even with lights on
Takes up as much table space as a VCR
20 lbs
Bulb life: 5 years
$9,000
Certain (99 in 100)
Almost sure (9 in 10)
Very probable (8 in 10)
Probable (7 in 10)
Good possibility (6 inl0)
Fairly good possibility (5 in 10)
Fair possibility (4 inl0)
Some possibility (3 in 10)
Slight possibility (2 in 10)
Very slight possibility (1 in 10)
No chance, almost no chance (1 in 100)
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I apt op t able space
VCR t able space
Appendix 5-A. Dimensional relationship between a VCR and a laptop.
Represents the dimensional relationship between table space consumed by a
VCR and a laptop. The inner rectangle represents the table space taken up by a
laptop while the outer rectangle represents the table space taken up by a VCR.
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Projector 1 Projector 2
Appendix 5-B. Visual for Projector 1 versus Projector 2.
Slightly fuzzy image Clear crisp image
Appendix 5-C. Visual difference between a slightly fuzzy image versus a
clear crisp image.
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9 inches tall
Appendix 5-D. Dimensional relationship between 9 and 4 inches.
W /.7
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4 inches tall
